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NOTE FROM THE SECRETARY GENERAL

The Global Tiger Forum and International Fund for Animal Welfare/Wildlife Trust of India
jointly organised a "Tiger Watch Programme" in India between February - March 2014. The
programme was attended by two Russian Wildlife Inspectors, the Deputy Director of
Department of RosPrirod and a Campaigner, IFAW-Russia.

On World Wildlife Day (3rd March 2014), INTERPOL reaffirmed its commitment to
protecting and conserving the world's natural resources from the dangers posed by
exploitation and criminal activity. As part of its ongoing enforcement support to national
authorities in the fight against wildlife crime, INTERPOL has produced assessment reports
on combating elephant poaching and ivory trafficking, and on the fight against the illicit
tiger trade.

The United Kingdom Government announced its support for a programme to protect and
recover wild Tigers by reducing the demand for their bones and other body parts, in
February 2014. The commitment is part of the UK Government's ongoing support for the
Global Tiger Recovery Program (GTRP), endorsed by all 13 Tiger range countries at the
'Tiger Summit' held in St Petersburg in 2010 and was made ahead of the London
Conference on Illegal Wildlife Trade hosted by UK Foreign Secretary William Hague.

The Global Tiger Forum had signed an MoU with Clemson University and with
VirginiaTech College of Natural Resources and Environment to further relations between the
GTF and the institutions in international conservation research, training and other related
activities, for mutual and reciprocal cooperation to achieve shared goals.

In February 2014, the Zoological Society of London organised a Symposium on
International Wildlife Trafficking. The symposium reviewed the impacts of international
wildlife trafficking and solutions in combating wildlife trafficking.

The 2nd Stock Taking Conference to Review Implementation of the Global Tiger Recovery
Programme (GTRP) and the 6th General Assembly of the Global Tiger Forum will take
place during mid-September 2014, at Dhaka, Bangladesh.

It is our hope that these efforts/resolutions and meetings would strengthen the cause of wild
tigers in the tiger range countries.

Dr. RAJESH GOPAL
Secretary General 

2014 June 5
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Habitat loss, poaching key
threat to wildlife
The Daily Star, March 04,
2014

The major threats to the existence
of Bangladesh's wild animals and
birds are habitat loss and poaching
followed by deforestation,
pollution, inadequate government
protection measures, wildlife

researchers told a discussion
yesterday.

Bangladesh Forest Department
organised the discussion in the
capital's Jatiya Club marking World
Wildlife Day, fixed by the United
Nations last year and being
observed with the theme "Conserve
wildlife for environmental
balance"..

The discussants also urged the

government to strengthen its
organisations working to protect
flora and fauna and take effective
steps as human existence depended
on wildlife.

According to Red Data Book of
International Union for
Conservation of Nature of 2000, 47
bird and 43 animals species of
Bangladesh were listed as
endangered and extinct.

BBAANNGGLLAADDEESSHH

NNEEWWSS FFRROOMM  TTIIGGEERR  RRAANNGGEE  CCOOUUNNTTRRIIEESS

Nationwide tiger survey
begins
By Yangchen C Rinzin,
Samtse Additional reporting
by Sonam Deki

Bhutan is the fourth country to have
conducted such an appraisal
The Wildlife Conservation division
conduct the first nationwide tiger
survey making Bhutan the fourth
country to conduct such a survey
using camera traps.

Studies done in the past were
limited to specific locations, which
did not give the whole picture of
the big cat's presence in the
country, said wildlife conservation
officials.

Having surveyed only from
1996 to 1998, the division's chief,
Sonam Wangchuk, said, until now
no study has been conducted to
find the precise numbers of tigers
existing in the country. "It's a long
gap since the information has been
updated," he said.The studies done
in past were based on
questionnaires and evidences
collected from the paw marks. "So
it has become important to
revalidate the status of tiger in the
country," Sonam Wangchuk said.
"We have to cross check with the
old data, although logically the
numbers should have increased."
But this time the survey will be
completely done through camera

trappings and is expected to
continue until the end of 2014.
Titled, the "National Tiger survey
of Bhutan, 2014," the survey, forest
officer Sangay Dorji said, is a must.
This is because, Sangay Dorji said,
during a presentation on the survey
plan at the third forestry conference
in Samtse, that it was committed in
one of the conventions held in
2010 in Saint Petersburg, Russia
that the population of tigers in
Asian countries should double by
the year 2022.

Sangay Dorji said, as per the
studies done in the past, a total of
80 to 240 tigers were believed to be
in Bhutan before 1998. While
another study showed, there were
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115 to 150 tigers, with 67 to 81
breeding adults after 1998.

The 1998 survey was based on
the sign survey. "We don't know if
we can double the tiger number,"
he said. "But it's important to
maintain the current population."

He said the survey is expected
to assist in revising the tiger action
plan, as well as to understand the
status of habitat and population
trend of tigers in Bhutan and status
of tiger's wild prey. "The survey will
also assist us to find out where the
tigers are absent or decreasing and

why."
The division chief, Sonam

Wangchuk, said the survey is crucial
to establish a reliable database on
the population of tigers in the
country as per the eco system. He
explained the survey would be
conducted in three different stages
of planning, sign survey and camera
trapping. About 500 pairs of
infrared ray cameras will be used to
conduct the survey. "The camera
traps will be left open in the field
for two months and monitored
fortnightly or monthly," he said. He

said the survey might not be able to
capture the whole population, but
the team would 
set a target. As of now, he said,
about 30 tigers are present in
Manas park, which is an
overwhelming figure.

The WWF and Bhutan Trust
Fund have already committed to
fund the survey, but the division
will have to still look for additional
sources of finance through other
projects. "It is estimated that the
whole survey would cost about
USD 4,50,000."
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WWF unveils bid to help
Mondulkiri forests
Tue, 11 March 2014, The
Phnom Penh Post. Amelia
Woodside

In the latest bid to protect
Mondulkiri's ravaged forests, World
Wildlife Fund is rolling out a new
project designed to give locals
financial incentives to help preserve
Mondulkiri Protected Forest and
Phnom Prich Wildlife Sanctuary.

Cultivating small-scale,
community-run businesses such as
resin tree tapping and beekeeping is
how WWF-Cambodia hopes to
develop a sustainable model of land
management in Mondulkiri by
2017, WWF-Cambodia
conservation manager Thibault
Ledecq said yesterday.

"WWF is already working with
10 community entrepreneurs that
sell and harvest honey, resin and
bamboo as a way of promoting
sustainable resource use by locals,

many of them being ethnic
minorities," he said.

Pairing private businesses with
community vendors is key to
sustaining a long-term "win-win
situation" for the people reliant on
the protected forest areas and
conservationist groups, Ledecq
added.

"Local forest-based communities
have to be seen as both a challenge
and an opportunity. They tend to
put pressure on forest resources if
they have no incentives to protect
and sustainably manage them," he
said.

"But within the right
frameworks and with strong
benefits in place, villagers can be
very effective guardians of their
forests."

Connecting government
institutions, civil society groups and
the private sector will be vital to
protecting the future of the
province's forests, according to
Chhith Sam Ath, WWF-
Cambodia's country director.

"Through this project, WWF is
confident that biodiversity and
natural capital will be seen as an
asset and not as an obstacle to
socio-economic development," Sam
Ath said.

Pech Chreada district Chief
Keounh Ratha said that linking
money-making and sustainable land
management was an important step.

"The community really wants to
see sustainable management of the
forests and their livelihoods
improved through farming and
resin processing," Ratha said.

"If their livelihoods are
improved, they will use the forests
sustainably, which will help
conservation efforts. Local
development is needed to provide
the community with opportunities
for income," he said.

Local authorities will assist
WWF-Cambodia with the 
project, which is funded by 
the European Union, said 
Choeng Sochantha, a provincial
administration director.

CCAAMMBBOODDIIAA
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Tiger electrocutions provide
after-dinner entertainment
Posted by: Kevin Heath /
March 28, 2014

Chinese police have busted a gang
that killed and butchered tigers in
front of customers for
entertainment and to guarantee to
clients that tiger parts were genuine.
One of the leaders of the gang -
that has killed at least 10 tigers in
its 6 years of operation - killed
himself when he heard police were
on the way to arrest him.

The gang is thought to have set
up in 2006 in Leizhou city in South
China's Guangdong province. One
of its leaders was 61 year old Huang
Feng who set up the execution
cages that resulted in the deaths of
the tigers. The animals were put
into a metal cage, doused with
water and then electrocuted before
being butchered. When he heard
that police were on their way to his
home Feng ran to the roof and
jumped off killing himself.

The gang of 15 is believed to be
led by 54-year-old Chen Moufei, a
villager from Fucheng township in

Leizhou city in Guangdong
province. Local media reported that
the gang would use highly
endangered Bengal tigers that had
been imported into the state. Police
did not name where the tigers were
imported from or whether they had
been captive-bred or caught from
the wild.

It was reported that the gang
would buy adult tigers at their
peak, weighing between 150 and
200 pounds and would pay up to
£30,000 per tiger. Once bought the
tigers would be sedated and
transported to the city ready for the
shows. They would then charge
about £40,000 for the killing and
butchering of the tiger at a show for
clients.

The gang would provide their
services to rich business people and
officials. Nanfang Daily, the local
paper reported that it is an open
secret in Leizhou that when people
in political or business circles gather
together, they sometimes hire
someone to slaughter a tiger -
simply as a form of entertainment
and to show off their wealth.

Police spokesman Long She

said: "The tigers were apparently
transported alive to keep their body
parts fresh, and so the buyers could
see they were really being sold a
tiger. Most of the buyers were in
the area the gang were operating."

"As far as we can work out they
started operating in 2006 and we
have confirmed there were more
than 10 tiger deaths as a result of
their activities. We suspect there
may be more. Under Chinese law
the tiger is a grade 1 endangered
species - and anyone convicted of
poaching the animals faces the
death penalty."

Among evidence seized by
police is a video showing an
electrocution of a tiger in 2012.

Suspected Siberian tiger
body seized in China
2014-01-09
08:55XinhuaWeb Editor: Gu
Liping

Police in east China on Wednesday
seized the body of an animal
suspected to be a Siberian tiger as it
was being loaded onto an SUV by
two suspects.

Two men were caught carrying a
woven bag onto a white vehicle
parked on a road at around 9 a.m.
Wednesday by police in Wenzhou
City, Zhejiang Province, according
to police in Wenzhou's Lucheng
district.

When police stopped to
examine the situation, one man
immediately ran away and the other
was held by police.

An initial inspection by forestry
experts in Wenzhou said the tiger is
believed to be a grown Siberian
tiger, but further examination is
needed to confirm its exact species.

The captured suspect was a 31-
year-old man with surname Wang,
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a native of Jiangxi Province. He is
the owner of the car. The case is
under further investigation.

Siberian tigers, one of the
world's rarest mammals, mainly live
in eastern Russia, northeast China,
and northern parts of the Korean
Peninsula. Fewer than 500 Siberian
tigers currently live in the wild.

The State Forestry
Administration put the number of
wild Siberian tigers in China
between 18 and 22 in May last year.

The wild Siberian tiger
population began to decline after
humans began developing the local
forestry industry in recent decades.
Poachers have also been blamed for
the animals' dwindling numbers.

According to China's criminal
law, those who illegally catch, kill,
buy or sell endangered wild animals
on the State's key protection list
face a maximum penalty of more
than ten years in jail and fines.

Chinese tycoon convicted of
eating at least three tigers
Jun 13, 2014 By: John Kelly,
www.mirror.co.uk

Prosecutors say the businessman has
'developed' a taste for tiger parts
and blood and smuggles in the
animals from abroad Caged tiger at
a tiger breeding complex in Guilin,
China.

A Chinese businessman has
pleaded guilty to eating at least
three tigers in the past year. past
year.

The man, known only as Mr Xu
from the south-western region of
Guangxi, is said to have 'developed
a taste' for tiger penis and blood.

The real estate developer and
several friends bought the tigers -
smuggled from outside of China -
and then had them slaughtered.

They were caught when police
raided a 'tiger feast' held by the
country's rich to show their 
wealth.

In China, tigers are considered
symbols of courage, bravery, and
strength and traditional doctors
prescribe tiger bones, eyeballs, and
other parts to treat a variety of

ailments ranging from joint pain
and poor eyesight to impotence.

The feasts are allegedly popular
amongst corrupt government
officials and elite businessmen who
believe consuming the big cats
improves performance across a wide
range of activities from the
boardroom to the bedroom.

Often the partygoers watch the
tigers being slaughtered first before
sitting down to eat them.

A prosecutor in the city of
Qinzhou said: 'Mr Xu has a quirky
appetite for eating tiger penis and
drinking tiger blood.'

Another 14 defendants,
including a smuggler, were tried
with Mr. Xu and confessed to
having killed "more than 10 tigers
over the past few years."

There is a ban in China on
trading endangered species and the
men are facing prison sentences of
up to 10 years.

There are around 4,000 tigers in
captivity in the country but less
than 50 in the wild.

Conservationists say that
Chinese demand for tiger products
- meat, bones and skins - is driving
poaching in and around the
country.

Tiger skins are also considered a
status symbol with hundreds of rugs
sold every year. A Siberian tiger skin
can sell for up to £80,000
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-
news/chinese-tycoon-convicted-eating-
least-3686763#ixzz36OUHgRbG
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Three more tiger cubs spotted
in Ranthambore
TNN | Jan 2, 2014, 02.39
AM IST

JAIPUR: It was indeed a happy new
year for Ranthambore tiger reserve
with the park waking up to the news
of three more cubs joining its
fraternity. Tigress T-13 was caught in
a trap camera taking a stroll with
three newly born cubs.

Though the birth of the cubs was
being speculated for some time, there
was no confirmation so far as they
remained elusive. However, they were
caught in a trap camera just outside
the park premises recently.

According to estimates by
conservation biologist Dharmendra
Khandal of Tiger Watch, the total
number of tigers at the park now
stands at 49 with 24 males, 19
females and six cubs.

"There are three stages for
categorizing tigers at Ranthambore.
The first stage is that of cubs, which
are below one year, and their count
stands at six. However, we do not
know how many of them are males
or females. The second stage is that
of sub-adults, those aged between
one year and three-and-a-half years,
and their count today is 19. It
includes 12 males and seven
females," said Khandal.

"The third stage is that of adults,
those above three-and-a-half years,
and there are 24 of them with 12
males and 12 females. Therefore, the
total males in the park are 24,
females 19 and six cubs," he said.

T-13 is described as a fighter that
had walked away from the Sultanpur
area up to the Chambal in a bid to
stay away from tiger T-24. But then
it came back to the park. However,
the walk in which it had taken two
of its cubs took a toll on both of

them. Thereafter, the tigress gave
birth again and raised another male
cub and now it has given birth to
three more.

Experts feel that the father of the
cubs is tiger T-43. "It is based on the
area where the tigress stays. I feel that
the father of the tiger is T-43 as that
is the one that frequents the Kanduli
nullah area or the area around the
Bhaironpura village where the tigress
stays," said Khandal.

Tiger presence in Indore-
Choral forest
Bagish K Jha,TNN | May 12,
2014, 05.29 PM IST

INDORE: Buoyed by the presence
of tiger's pug marks during census of
wild animal in Indore-Choral forest
range, forest department is now
waiting for final approval from
Wildlife Institute of India (WII) to
drive home its point on the presence
of big cats. In the past few years, the
prey base, water bodies and forest
cover have improved in Indore-
Dewas forests and pug marks of
tigers have also been seen in Choral
and Dewas forest areas.

Chief conservator of forests
(CCF) RR Okhandiar said the
census report and all the findings
including marks have been sent to
Kanha Tiger Reserve for verification
which in turn would be sending it to
WII for final verification. He added
that there are certain procedures to
confirm or estimate number of tigers
in any area like habitat, water bodies,
direct sighting, pug marks etc.

Earlier in January, two tigers were
spotted by forest guards in Dewas
forests in Uday Nagar and Rang
Bagli ranges. Later, pug marks were
spotted in Choral forest range as well
as in Dewas forest area.

According to a Wildlife Institute
of India (WII) report, 'Status of
Tigers, Co-predators and Prey in
India-2010', Indore and Dewas
ranges are estimated to have at least
seven tigers in the wild.

Forest officials said Choral and
Dewas forest range has good prey
base for the tigers. The forest range
have 33 water holes, out of which 22
have water almost till June. In 2012-
13, there were reports of cattle being
killed by tiger in Choral forest range.
Eight cattle were reportedly killed in
the second half of 2013. Three cattle
fell prey to the carnivore in Lodhia
and two each in Gajinda and Umath,
all under Choral forest range.

Tigress with five cubs spotted
in Sathyamangalam
Updated: April 30, 2014
00:43 IST, The Hindu R.
Krishnamoorthy

Hidden cameras in the sprawling
semi-deciduous Sathyamangalam
forests have captured five tiger cubs
playing around their mother - a
magnificent tigress.

Sighting a tiger is not so
uncommon in this newly formed
tiger reserve down the Nilgiris
eastern slopes but five cubs doting
the mother captured in a video
camera has brought smiles to forest
officials in the Sathyamangalam
Tiger Reserve (STR).

For conservation purposes, the
location of the sighting is not being
disclosed. STR became the fourth
tiger reserve in the State last April
as the spill-over population from
the neighbouring Bandipur and
Mudumalai tiger reserves started
foraying into the jungles along the
Moyar river basin.

In the tiger reserve spread over
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1.40 lakh hectares, recent sightings
indicate a healthy population
confirming that the tigers are
thriving here.

According to an official release,
the reserve is home for a variety of

wildlife including elephants,
blackbucks, sambars, spotted deer,
Indian gaurs, sloth bears, vultures
and leopards.

Tiger reserve's director I.
Anwardeen, and deputy directors

C.H. Padma (Hassanur) and K.
Rajkumar (Sathyamangalam) have
been sensitising tribals to the
importance of conservation and the
responsibilities in the tiger reserve,
the release said.

A tigress and its cubs which were captured in a hidden camera kept in the Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve

IINNDDOONNEESSIIAA

BKSDA Saves Trapped
Sumatran Tiger
Saturday, 05 April, 2014 |
11:32 WIB

TEMPO.CO, Bengkulu: The
Natural Resource Conservation
Agency (BKSDA) of Bengkulu has
saved a Sumatran tiger that was
trapped by residents in Kaur
Regency on Thursday.

According to BKSDA
veterinarian, Erni Suyanti, the tiger
was found in a man-made trap in
the palm plantations area belonged
to PT Dinamika Selaras Jaya in
Trans Sulau Village, Kaur Regency
with its right foot decayed.

"Since it was trapped for more
than three days, its right foot was
rotten and has to be amputated,"

said Yanti to Tempo yesterday.
The female tiger weighed 70

kilograms and has been treated with
antibiotic injections, pain killers
and hydration treatment. It is
currently quarantined in the
BKSDA's facility for recovery.
BKSDA is awaiting the instruction

from the Forestry Ministry
regarding the tiger.

"Ideally, it would be released
back to the wild, but considering its
conditions, we have to wait for the
minister's decision about where it's
going to be transferred," said the
vet.

Sumatran Tiger
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Aceh Police Arrest Two for
Endangered Wildlife Trade
By Nurdin Hasan on 08:12
am Jan 07, 2014, Jakarta
globe

Aceh Police on Friday confiscated
eight specimens of protected
wildlife that had been preserved by
two men to be sold to a collector, a
local police official said.

Speaking at a press conference
in Banda Aceh on Monday, the
director of the special crimes unit of
the Aceh Police, Sr. Comr. Joko
Irwanto announced the arrests of
the two individuals, identified as
M., 33, and M.M., 38, who were
residents from the Central Aceh
district.

Joko said the animals seized
include two Sumatran tigers, a
honey bear, a leopard, a hornbill, a
clouded leopard, a muntjac deer,
antelopes, two golden cats as well as
eight bear teeth.

"From the earlier questioning,
the two suspects said they were
merely temporary holders of the
animals," Joko said.

He added that the individuals
have already been named suspects
in the case and were arrested for
violating the conservation laws.

"The two are being charged
with the 1990 Natural Resources
and Ecosystem Conservation Law
No. 5, with a maximum
punishment of five years in prison
and Rp 100 million ($8,000) in
fines."

Joko emphasized that
investigators would move to expand
the case as, based on information
received from the suspects, the
preserved animals were meant to be
sold to a specific network of buyers
of preserved animals.

"Our plan is to set up a bait for
a buyer in order to look into the
network of illegal trade in wildlife,
which is estimated to be worth
hundreds of millions of rupiah," he
said.

"The Sumatran tiger is worth
Rp 80 million, while the value of
the clouded leopard is worth Rp 20

million. Confiscated animal parts
are worth hundreds of millions, if
sold on the black market."

Joko also said officials would
move to immediately and
thoroughly investigate other cases of
environmental crimes in Aceh and
vowed that police would move to
find hunters serving as suppliers to
sellers in the region for the past few
years.

"This year we are committed to
investigate sellers of wild animals in
Aceh. This is the first case that the
Aceh regional police have ever
handled," he said.

Poaching tigers and fatwa
Posted on Mar 6, 2014 in
News

The battle to keep tigers from
extinction is being fought by 
anti-poaching units at ground-level
on a daily basis. Despite growing
efforts, the sad reality is that 
over the last two years reports
highlight that evidence of poaching
is growing.

Our latest report from FFI
teams working in Kerinci Seblat
National Park, show a worrying
increase in the number of snares
found on patrol in early 2013.

'Poaching tigers is not the
problem… it is the sign of the
problem,' according to Debbie

Martyr, Programme Team Leader
for FFI based in Kerinci Seblat.
'The problem - for tigers at least -
are the organised crime syndicates
who are commissioning poachers to
supply demand in certain other
countries.'

Whilst these are worrying
thoughts, there is some solace in the
increase of prosecutions being made
across Asia. Support from
Governments, police and judicial
service is paramount. Without
higher powers condemning wildlife
crime, incentive to poach tigers will
not reduce, borders will continue to
be guarded poorly and wild tiger
populations will continue to
decline.

The London Declaration, made
at the recent Illegal Wildlife Crime
summit, was a positive move
towards global recognition of
wildlife crime as a serious issue.
World leaders sent a strong message
that wildlife crime in all its forms
would not be tolerated. It also
highlighted that a collaborative
effort between NGOs,
Governments, Heads of State and
agencies such as Interpol is essential
in the fight to save tigers.

A significant announcement had
been made in Indonesia - home to
the largest Muslim population in
the world. A fatwa has been issued
by The Indonesian Council of
Ulama, entitled 'Protection of

Poaching tigers and fatwa
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Endangered Species to Maintain the
Balanced Ecosystems'.

This fatwa condemns all
activities resulting in wildlife
extinction. They are considered as
haram, forbidden. The fatwa states
that all living organisms, including
endangered species such as tigers,
"are created by Allah in order to
maintain the balanced ecosystem

and subjugated to the interests of
sustainable human welfare."

The fatwa was the result of
months of dialogue between
government officials,
conservationists and other
stakeholders. The Guardian
reported, "A Forestry Ministry
official who asked to remain
anonymous suggested the 

ministry and the religious 
council would make a joint
announcement regarding the fatwa
on 12 March, without elaborating
on its content."

Whilst this fatwa may not result
in any legal changes, it may prove
to be a very strong moral deterrent
to the people commissioned to
poach tigers by criminal syndicates.

LLAAOO  PPDDRR

German govt. to spend 20m
euro saving tigers
By Times Reporters (Latest
Update January 16, 2014)

The German government has given
Laos funding for conservation of its
remaining population of tigers, in a
scheme managed by the
International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

According to a press release
from IUCN, a total sum of 20
million euro, which will be
provided through the German
government's KfW Development
Bank, will be used on tiger
conservation in a number of eligible
countries.

Besides Laos, the countries
include Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Cambodia, India, Indonesia,
Myanmar, Nepal and Vietnam.

The aim of the programme is to
increase the number of tigers in the
wild and improve the livelihoods of
communities living inside or nearby
their habitat areas.

The agreement was signed this
week at IUCN Headquarters in
Gland, Switzerland.

"The tiger is the face of Asia's
biodiversity and an emblem of the

world's natural heritage," IUCN
Director General Julia Marton-
Lefèvre said.

"This generous support from
Germany provides great hope for
this iconic species, which is
currently on the brink of
extinction."

The IUCN said any NGOs or
associations in Laos working with
the government could submit their
proposals on how best to protect
the species.

The plight of tigers in Laos is
serious and their number remaining
is difficult to determine, the
Wildlife Conservation Society
(WCS) in Laos said.

WCS was able to capture two
individual tigers in the Nam Et
Phou Louey National Protected
Area, Huaphanh province in 2012.

Saving the tiger depends on
restoring its rapidly shrinking
habitat, according to the press
release.

The five-year Integrated Tiger
Habitat Conservation Programme
will benefit NGOs and
conservation authorities from
selected countries which, at the St
Petersburg Tiger Summit in 2010,
committed to doubling the number

of tigers within their territories by
2022.

The programme will involve
improving the management of tiger
habitats, tackling problems with the
relationship between tigers and
humans, increasing anti-poaching
efforts, law enforcement and
involving local communities in tiger
conservation work.

"Ensuring the survival of tiger
populations means keeping
ecosystems intact," Dr Norbert
Kloppenburg, a member of the
KfW Group Executive Board, said.

"Tiger habitats offer prospects
for tourism and guarantee the
livelihood of the local community
thanks to their diverse natural
resources. If we make efforts to
conserve these natural areas, we will
directly alleviate poverty for the
people living there," Dr
Kloppenburg said.

The tiger (panthera tigris) is
classified as endangered on the
IUCN Red List of Threatened
Species.

There are probably less than
2,500 adult individuals currently
surviving in the wild, down from
100,000 a century ago, the press
release said.
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WWF-Malaysia supports
efforts to list Belum as World
Heritage Site
The Rakyat Post, Kuala
Lumpur, May 15

The World Wide Fund for Nature-
Malaysia (WWF-Malaysia) stands
ready to work with the government
to strengthen the conservation of
the Belum-Temengor rainforest
reserve in Perak, with a view to
listing it as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

Its executive director and chief
executive officer Datuk Dr
Dionysius Sharma said the
organisation believed that
sustainable management of the
habitat, wildlife as well as the
Orang Asli communities would
strengthen the case for Belum-
Temengor to be registered as such.

"WWF-Malaysia feels that in
addition to economic and tourism
benefits, habitat management
should also be a priority for Belum-
Temengor to be listed as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site,"
said Sharma in a statement.

He noted WWF-Malaysia had
recently completed the first science-
based ecological study which
included camera-trapping and sign
surveys on tigers and their prey
species within Belum-Temengor.

"Our findings indicate that the
forest is crucial to the long-term
survival of tigers within the larger
landscape as it also contains
populations of large tiger prey such
as sambar deer and gaur."

The government had recently
announced that it was eyeing a
UNESCO heritage listing for
Belum-Temengor. 

Set protection buffer around
salt licks, urges WWF-
Malaysia
By R.S. Kamini

Conservationists are calling for a
buffer zone around salt licks to
reduce disturbance to wildlife,
particularly to sambar deer, which
utilise the resource.

WWF-Malaysia is asking
authorities to set a minimum
protection buffer width of 2km at
selected zones. It is also asking
authorities to demarcate salt licks as
"High Conservation Value Forests"
in the Temenggor Forest Reserve
and as "Strict Conservation Zones"
in the Royal Belum State Park to
protect them from degradation and
human disturbance.

These recommendations were
made following a science-based
ecological study (2009-2011)
conducted by the organisation,
which included camera-trapping
and sign surveys within the Belum-
Temenggor Forest Complex.

"The salt licks are important for
sambar deer, which are the
preferred prey species of tigers. We,
therefore, need to protect the salt
licks and the areas around them
from development and
encroachment as part of our tiger
conservation efforts," says WWF-
Malaysia's Tiger Conservation
Programme's lead research scientist
Dr Mark Rayan.

"Using a precautionary principal
approach, we hope that this science-
based recommendation will also be
applied to all other salt licks in our
forests to ensure adequate
protection is afforded for this
critical resource that most ungulates
(hoofed mammals) depend on,"
added Dr Rayan.

Prior to this, there had been no
proper study in relation to defining
protection buffers around such
resources. These issues were
highlighted by WWF-Malaysia
during a workshop that was recently
organised in Gerik, Perak that
mainly discussed issues on tiger

MMAALLAAYYSSIIAA  

Setting a buffer zone around salt licks helps protect wildlife from any
disturbances. Studies show salt licks are important for sambar deer, a preferred
prey species of tigers
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conservation and their prey species
in the area. It also provided a
platform for various stakeholders to
highlight the work that they have
been doing within the landscape.

"We realise that government

agencies are often short on
resources and it is important for us
to understand the gaps and figure
out ways to address them.

"The workshop served as a
valuable platform for all the

agencies to come together and
strategise on what needs to be done
to ensure that wildlife can persist in
Belum-Temenggor for many
generations to come," says Dr
Rayan.
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Deforestation spreads as
timber demand soars
By AFP | Wednesday, 07
May 2014

Ashen earth strewn with the limbs
of once-mighty trees is all that is
left of the fearsome forest in central
Myanmar that Wa Tote remembers
from her youth.

"We would only dare enter in a
big group. The forest was deep and
had many wild animals. Now we
cannot even find a tree's shadow to
shelter under when we are tired,"
the 72-year-old told AFP.

At one point tigers were so
common in the area that their
bones were traded cheaply. Now
they have vanished into memory.

Large swathes of the undulating
landscape of the Bago mountains
have been stripped bare by logging
firms over recent years and the last
remnants of wood are being burnt.

Locals say there are plans to
replant the area with valuable teak
trees -- though even if they do,
these will take up to 80 years to
reach maturity.

Logging in Myanmar exploded
under the former junta, as the
generals tossed aside sustainable
forestry practices in their thirst to
cash in on vast natural resources.

Experts say an insatiable world
appetite for precious hardwoods is
threatening rare species and helping
to drive deforestation in one of the
last major areas of tropical forest in
Asia. A quasi-civilian government
that replaced outright military rule
in 2011 has sought to stem the
flood of timber from the country
with a ban on the export of raw
logs which took effect on April 1.

"Our ban will be very effective.
There will be cutting, distribution

and finishing of timber products
locally, so that we can also increase
employment opportunities," said
the director general of the Ministry
of Environmental Conservation and
Forestry, Tin Tun.

Conservationists welcomed the
export ban and said the government
has also slashed quotas for teak and
other hardwoods by 60 percent and
50 percent respectively for the
coming fiscal year compared to
2012/13.

This photo taken on April 5, 2014 shows a young girl sitting where teak trees
once grew in the Bago Region of Myanmar after the land was scorched ahead of
replanting
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Eye of the tiger
An understanding of the
cultural and religious value
of tigers can help conserve
the animal
Narayan Dhakal, 13-05-2014

Before the creation of parks and
protected areas, people were
connected to natural resources both
intrinsically and materially. Until
recently, however, biodiversity
conservation focussed strictly on
species protection without
consideration for the humans who
inhabit the same ecosystems. As a
result, tension between local people
and the protection authorities arose
and people's attitudes toward
wildlife protection became negative.
They lost interest in conservation
since it directly impacted their
livelihoods.

Humans and tigers
The results for tiger conservation
have been catastrophic, with fewer
than 4,000 individual tigers
remaining in the wild. Involving
local people, local knowledge and
local culture in conservation
projects will be crucial to bringing
tigers-and many other species-back
from the brink of extinction.
Throughout Asia, human and
wildlife coexistence has long been
common. However, these
attachments eroded as people lost
their traditional culture and as their
societies placed greater emphasis on
material well-being. People were
distanced from natural resources in
the name of economic
development.

Contemporary scientific
research and articles on tiger
conservation concentrate mostly on
spatial distribution, landscape
conservation, human and tiger
conflict management and

conservation awareness. So far, no
significant efforts have been made
towards valuing tigers culturally,
religiously or socially to understand
the human-tiger cultural and
ecological nexus. Despite an
international understanding and
declarations on the importance of a
people-centred policy, community
engagement in biodiversity
conservation is still in its infancy.

Some initiatives in Asia and
Africa are attempting to engage
communities in species
conservation; however, they are
faced with many obstacles.
Problems include disparity in fair
allocation of resources and an
imbalance between needs and greed.
Poor people from developing
countries bear the costs of global
environmental and economic crises.
And international scientific
communities are either mute or
deaf to balancing the needs of the
poor and considering issues of
equity in conservation.

Cultural value
Cultural knowledge, which has
been prevalent for centuries in India
and Nepal, offers an immense
resource for protecting the
environment. These ancient belief
systems teach that all aspects of the
environment-including water,
forest, wind, and animals-are part
of nature and are to be respected as
part of divine creation. Such local
cultural knowledge has existed for
5,000 years or more in Asia but
much of this knowledge has
become fragmented and eroded
under the forces of modernity and
greater economic priorities. The
present-day environmental
consequences of seeing nature as a
collection of objects to be
commodified and exploited by

excessive human greed had even
been predicted in some eastern
scriptures.

The International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
Red List of threatened species for
Nepal now lists 31 mammals, 33
birds and nine reptile species. In
India, 95 mammals, 80 birds, and
55 reptiles are threatened. All of
these species held local cultural
values. In fact, tigers, elephants,
monkeys and snakes are worshiped
as gods, with people believing that
these species provide good luck and
power, and help balance ecosystems
for human living. Religious and
cultural information stipulates that
all of these species are nature's
creations and each one provides
immense ecological benefit. The
majority of rural people in India,
Nepal and other Asian countries
strongly believe in a human-nature
system. This belief comes from
traditional culture, religion and
faith. Each ethnic group
understands and views biodiversity
from their unique cultural frame of
reference.

The ancient scriptures of the
Hindu religion provide guidance on
how we as humans should live in a
humane manner. It says: respect
every being in its physical form,
appreciate nature, live a sustainable
life, spread unconditional love and
protect nature's creation. This
knowledge, based on religious
beliefs, also highlights how to
maintain health and wellness and
how to be happy all the time. The
scriptures further teach us about
valuing nature and all its diversity
without being contained in political
bias.

The stories I was told during
my childhood were about animals
as sources of natural energy that
guided the human psyche towards
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love and compassion. Numerous
tales about tigers, elephants, birds
(pigeons, parrots, raptors, vultures
and many others) carried important
messages about maintaining human
heart and well-being. For example,
a tiger is considered a powerful and
sacred animal in Vedic literature

"The tiger is the vehicle of the
god of power (Durga). Durga also
symbolises the optimal energy
source in nature. The cultural
metaphor of the tiger is, thus, the
optimal natural energy, which is
also supported by ecological science
in that tigers are at the top of the
food chain in the forest ecosystem".

The importance of the tiger is
also stated in Buddhist scriptures: in
a past life, Lord Buddha sacrificed
his bodily flesh to feed five hungry
tiger cubs. In later life, these tigers
became Buddha's popular disciples
and spread Buddhism throughout

the world. In Chinese culture,
different coloured tigers represent
cardinal directions and are symbols
of the earth and after life. There are
great stories about the tiger and its
religious significance in various
Buddhist and Vedic literature.
These value systems can help
highlight the importance of
biodiversity at the local level.
Documenting culturally held
biodiversity values will provide
additional information that may
also be useful in developing climate
change adaptation strategies.

Culture of conservation
How can understanding cultural
values save tigers? It may be hard to
believe that understanding cultural
and religious values can help
conserve the tiger. This is a question
most scientists and professionals
ask. Such values can empower local

communities to reclaim the
traditional conservation knowledge
that their ancestors practiced for
generations and acknowledge that
each cultural group that value tigers
has unique aspirations and
perspectives that can benefit the
larger community. Cultural
knowledge can overcomes racial and
ethnic barriers to conservation by
eliminating intercultural misunder-
standings in valuing nature. It can
also open up an avenue to appre-
ciate diverse cultures in the conser-
vation decision-making process.
Beyond conservation, respecting
and valuing cultural diversity
creates a more equitable society and
paves the way to eliminating
discrimination and corruption.

Dhakal was Project Director for the
National Trust for Nature

Conservation and is a lecturer at the
University of Minnesota, the US
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Russia Mulls Neurosurgery
for Paralyzed Tiger
RIA Novosti Feb. 12.2014
00:00

Russian authorities said Tuesday
they would rather perform
neurosurgery on a crippled Amur
tiger with paralyzed hind legs and
tail than put the animal to sleep.

The big cat was found crawling
across the taiga in the far eastern
Amur region in late January.

Despite being malnourished, the

feline tried to resist capture, though
it had no defense against a
tranquilizer dart.

The tiger was then sent for a
medical examination, though
experts struggled to find a CAT
scanner big enough to support his
weight. Eight foreign veterinarians
and several Russian specialists said
the tiger cannot be healed and
should be put to sleep to put it out
of its suffering, as it is likely in
considerable pain, Amurpravda.ru
news website said.

But every possible measure will
be taken to save the tiger and allow
him to return to the wild, or at least
live out his days in a safari park, the
Amur Region administration said in
a statement.

The administration named
neurosurgery as a possible treatment
for the tiger, which is believed to
have sustained a spinal cord injury
when hunting a boar. The animal is
the focus of an intense conservation
effort spearheaded by President
Vladimir Putin.

RRUUSSSSIIAA  

Up to 10,000 smuggled
animals seized in past year 
Pongphon Sarnsamak
The Nation March 4, 2014
1:00 am

More Than 10,000 wild animals
have been seized from illegal trade
during the past year, the national
wildlife protection agency said
yesterday.

Sunda pangolins, squirrels,
elephants, tigers and gibbons became
the most frequently seized mammals
in Thailand's illegal wildlife trade
last year, said Tiradej Palasuwan of
the Wildlife Conservation Office.

He was speaking at a seminar
titled "Legal provisions to Stop
Wildlife Crime" organised by the
Freeland Foundation and its allies.

He said the department had
confiscated about 10,700 live
animals, 1,348 carcasses, and 3,293

kilograms of animal parts from
traffickers in the past year.

His department also arrested 642
people allegedly involved in illegal
wildlife trade in 2013.

"It was very difficult to arrest the
wildlife traffickers as they have
developed tricks to avoid the eyes of
police," he said.

They used many cars and trucks
to transfer animals and parts,
especially Sunda pangolins and tigers
from Malaysia, to cross the borders
of Thailand, Laos and Vietnam.

"We found that the traffickers
changed car registration and drivers
a lot while they were transferring
wildlife from Malaysia to Vietnam,"
he said.

He also accepted that it was very
hard to get to influential people
behind the wildlife trafficking
because of loopholes in the law, and
many traffickers do not provide any

details about the people who hired
them to smuggle wildlife.

The wildlife Watch agency also
found that Bangkok was a hub of
wildlife trafficking, as many
storehouses to keep the animals 
were set up here. Most of those
arrested in the past year were 
based in Bangkok, followed by
Nonthaburi and Samut Prakan,
which were used for the illegal
export of wild animals.

In a related development, the
Customs Department last week
arrested traffickers who smuggled
five rhinoceros horns worth Bt12
million from Rwanda and destined
for Laos. The horns were hidden
inside small sculptures. The
department found that the route of
rhino-horn smuggling started from
Africa and went through the Middle
East and India to Thailand and
Vietnam.

TTHHAAIILLAANNDD  
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Five tiger cubs seized in Thai
police wildlife haul
February 20, 2014 - Updated
1547 PKT. From Web
Edition, the news.com

BANGKOK: Thai police said
Thursday they have seized five wild
tiger cubs along with hundreds of
other animals being smuggled to
neighbouring Laos, for apparent
onward sale in Vietnam or China as
delicacies.

Highway officers on Wednesday
stopped a pick-up truck in the
northeast which was apparently
headed for the Laotian border, a
policeman told AFP.A search
revealed the endangered tiger cubs,
all of them around a month old.

There were also hundreds of
other creatures including monitor
lizards and turtles, he said, adding
traffickers use Thailand as a transit
point to Laos and then to buyers in
lucrative Asian markets.

"The final destination is either
Vietnam or China where they like
to eat these animals," according to
Captain Pornchai Sangsila.

"The tigers will normally be
kept in Laos for one year to be
raised before being sold on."

Two Thai men have been

charged with illegal possession of
protected animals.

Television showed footage from
Wednesday night of the baby tigers
cradled by handlers and being
bottle-fed milk. Under international
law the trade in tigers and tiger
parts is strictly banned, except 
for non-commercial reasons such 
as scientific research. Thailand is
one of just 13 countries hosting
fragile tiger populations —
estimated at fewer than 300 in the
wild — and is a hub of
international smuggling.

Worldwide, tiger numbers are
estimated to have fallen to only
3,200 from about 100,000 a
century ago. Wildlife experts say the
kingdom is also a globally
significant trade hub for turtles and
tortoises and have urged authorities
to do more to arrest and prosecute
high-level smugglers. (AFP)

Bengal cub trafficker caught
Published: 6 Jun 2014,
Amnart Thongdee,
www.bangkok post.com

CHUMPHON: Police and soldiers
on Friday arrested a woman with
three baby Bengal tigers and a 31.5-

kilogramme leopard carcass in
Pathiu district of this southern
province on Friday. 

The smuggled animals could
have fetched around 1 million baht
on the black market, authorities
said. The suspect was identified as
Sumonta Tembaeb, 55. The cubs
and the dead leopard were found in
the back of her pickup truck,
concealed under a large cloth and
some fruit, said Chumphon police
commander Suthinat Sudyord. Pol
Maj Gen Suthinat said officers
pursued Ms Sumonta after she
drove through a checkpoint while
she was heading to Prachuap Khiri
Khan province. The woman
attempted to avoid arrest by
parking in a monks' residence near
the Chaiyaphruk cave where she
was eventually apprehended, he
added. 

Ms Sumonta confessed that she
had been hired by a stranger to
transport the baby tigers and the
carcass to a client in Prachuap Khiri
Khan for 10,000 baht, according to
the officer. The suspect was charged
with illegal possession of protected
wildlife and protected wildlife
carcasses and taken into custody for
further investigation, said Pol Maj
Gen Suthinat. 
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Vietnam and South Africa
working together for
biodiversity conservation
Hanoi, March 21, 2014 

A high-level Vietnamese
delegation arrived in South Africa
on a one-week study tour for
biodiversity conservation.

The aim of the tour was to learn
important lessons from South
Africa's experience in biodiversity
conservation and management,
especially in regards to wildlife and
protected area management. It was
also designed to strengthen the
cooperation between South Africa
and Vietnam as part of the
Memorandum of Understanding
signed between the two countries
on 10 December 2012.

The delegation was headed by
Associate Professor Bui Cach Tuyen,
Vice-Minister of the Ministry of
Natural Resources and
Environment (MONRE), and
includes officials representing other
ministries, the Office of
Government, Office of National
Assembly, the Communist Party,
and national television.

Knowledge gained from the
tour would assist Vietnam in its
goals of reducing demand for and
consumption of illegal wildlife
products in Vietnam, as well as
securing a sustainably financed and
effective protected area
management system, which have
been identified as two priority
concerns for improving biodiversity
conservation in Vietnam.

In particular, topics covered
during the tour included
strengthening cooperation to curb
wildlife poaching and illegal trade,
enforcement models and methods,
biodiversity monitoring and
conservation, and new financing
mechanisms for conservation and

protected area management.
The tour comes at a critical

time for biodiversity conservation
in Vietnam, as the survival of many
species is seriously threatened by a
variety of issues including over-
exploitation, habitat destruction,
consumption, illegal trade, climate
change and pollution.

The tour is supported by the
Global Environment Facility (GEF)
via the World Bank within the
scope of the project to reduce
demand for and consumption of
illegal wildlife products in Vietnam;
and the United Nations
Development Programme within
the scope of the project to remove
barriers hindering protected area
management effectiveness in
Vietnam.

Vietnam May Destroy Its
Illegal Ivory, Rhino Horn
and Tiger Bone
By Megan Gannon, News
Editor | March 24, 2014
05:54pm ET

Officials with the Ministry of
Agriculture and Rural Development
of Vietnam say they are considering
crushing rhino horn, elephant ivory
and tiger bone, the Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS)
announced.

"In recent years, the
international community has
recognized that Vietnamese citizens
have emerged as key players in
global illegal wildlife trade, as
traders, transporters, traffickers and
end-consumers for wildlife," Susan
Lieberman, WCS executive director
of conservation policy, said in a
statement, applauding the move.

"If this decision is turned into
action, it will set a high standard for
other governments, and reinforce

Vietnam's commitment to treating
wildlife crime as serious crime,"
Lieberman said.

Vietnam would join other
countries that have recently
destroyed their stockpiles of
confiscated illegal wildlife items,
often used in traditional Asian
medicines, luxury goods and
souvenirs.

In February, France pulverized
more than 15,000 pieces of ivory,
mostly trinkets seized at airports
over a 20-year span. China burned
six tons of ivory in January. The
United States crushed its ivory
stockpile for the first time in
November. Officials in Hong Kong
announced they would start
burning more than 30 tons of
elephant tusks and other ivory
products throughout the first half
of this year.

These public crushes and burns
are largely symbolic, intended to
delegitimize ivory and send a
message of zero-tolerance to
poachers and traffickers. (In a
practical sense, these actions can
also help cut the high costs of
storing and guarding vast ivory
stockpiles.)

Vietnam could be the latest
country to destroy its stockpiles of
illegal wildlife products.
http://www.livescience.com/44333-
vietnam-may-destroy-ivory.html

Vietnam premier approves
national tiger conservation
plan 
Thanhnien New.com,
Monday, April 28, 2014
12:00 

A national tiger conservation
program was approved by
Vietnamese Prime Minister Nguyen
Tan Dung, according to a posting
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on the website of the nation's
government.

The plan calls for establishing
priority areas for tiger conservation
and researching the feasibility of
tiger populations recovering, as well
as for strengthening inspections and
activities in fighting against
conservation violations, according
to the posting. The program will
run to 2022.

While tigers are native to
Vietnam and aren't classified as
extinct in the country, the
Southeast Asian nation may no
longer have a healthy breeding
population of the animal, according
to a posting on the website of the
International Union for
Conservation of Nature.

Poaching and deforestation may
have reduced Vietnam's wild tiger
population to fewer than 50 from
more than 100 a decade earlier,
Thanh Nien newspaper reported in
2012. Surveys found traces of
between 27 and 47 tigers, mostly in
border areas in central Vietnam,
according to the report.

Tigers thrown off truck
during police chase in central
Vietnam
By Khanh Hoan, Thanh
Nien News, June 15, 2014
13:56

Police in the north-central province
of Nghe An on Friday handed over
two Indochinese tigers, which were
thrown off a truck on a national
highway during a police chase, to a
wildlife rescue center.

At around 8:30 p.m. traffic
police signalled to stop the truck on
the National Highway 1A's section
through Quynh Luu District for
inspection as they found it
"suspicious."

But the truck driver ignored the
order and sped up to flee.

A team of police officers chased
after the truck.

When the truck arrived at a
small road, the driver made a sharp
turn to enter the road, while at the
same time throwing two
anesthetized Indochinese tigers on
the ground.

The officers picked up the two
animals, which were tied up, and
the truck fled the scene.

The tigers, one weighing around
90 kilograms and the other 70
kilograms, were transported to the
wildlife conservation center in Pu
Mat National Park in the
neighboring district of Con Cuong
later that night.

Quynh Luu District police are
hunting for the truck.

According to the International
Union for Conservation of Nature
(IUCN), Indochinese tigers live in
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar,
Thailand, Vietnam, and south-
western China.

Their status is poorly known
compared to other tiger subspecies,
but the extent of their recent
decline is "serious," IUCN said.

In 2007, the IUCN Red List of
Threatened Species categorized
Indochinese tigers as endangered,
after their population fell to less
than 2,500 individuals with no
known sub population of more
than 250.

The anesthetized Indochinese tiger thrown off a truck on National Highway 1A in Nghe An Province on the evening of June 13
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UK launches new
programme to reduce
demand for Tiger parts
London, UK, 12th February
2014

The UK Government today
announced its support for a
programme to protect and recover
wild Tigers by reducing the demand
for their bones and other body
parts.

The commitment is part of the
UK Government's ongoing support
for the Global Tiger Recovery
Program (GTRP), endorsed by all
13 Tiger range countries at the
'Tiger Summit' held in St
Petersburg in 2010 and was made
ahead of the London Conference
on Illegal Wildlife Trade currently
taking place and hosted by UK
Foreign Secretary William Hague.

"Today's conference is about
bringing together world leaders to
find real answers to the devastation
of wildlife crime. This is something
that brings untold misery to people
across Africa, and feeds regional and
international instability. Above all
though, it is a terrible act that
endangers species and threatens
entire ecosystems. That is why this
government is funding TRAFFIC
to help reduce demand for tiger
products. I hope that the
conference, along with the excellent
work being done by TRAFFIC, will
encourage others to protect this
beautiful animal before it is too
late," said the UK Government's
Foreign & Commonwealth Office
Minister for Africa, Mark
Simmonds.

Demand for tiger parts and
derivatives continue to drive

poaching of Tigers and fuel an
increasingly sophisticated network
of illegal wildlife trafficking in the
13 tiger range countries. 

The announcement came as
new figures and photographs were
released highlighting the critical
situation facing wild Tigers from
poaching activities. According to
new research carried out by
TRAFFIC, parts of 1537 Tigers
have been seized in illegal trade
across 13 Tiger range countries in
the 14 years between 2000 and
2013. The figures equates to 110
Tiger parts trafficked per year, or
two per week.

The startling figures were

announced as new photographs of
poachers attempting to sell Tiger
bones were released. The images
were taken last month in
Labuhanbatu province, Sumatra,
Indonesia by Tiger conservationists
posing as buyers.

The poachers claimed to have
snared and sold the bones and other
body parts of Tigers on three
occasions since 2012. They told the
undercover researchers the skin,
teeth and claws were sold separately
as they were more valuable.

"The unremitting poaching
pressure is steadily but relentlessly
pushing the Sumatran and other
wild Tiger populations towards the

Undercover photos taken of poachers attempting to sell Tiger bones, Sumatra

NNEEWWSS FFRROOMM  UUNNIITTEEDD  KKIINNGGDDOOMM
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same fate as those in Bali and Java,"
said Steven Broad, Executive
Director of TRAFFIC.

"As TRAFFIC's latest research
and these photographs from
Indonesia demonstrate, there is still
some way to go to achieving the
critical first step to accomplish the
overall GTRP goal of doubling the
number of wild Tigers by 2022-that
of securing Zero Poaching of wild
Tigers." Across Asia, wild Tiger
numbers have plummeted from an
estimated 100,000 animals at the
turn of the 20th Century to as few
as 3,200 today.

In Indonesia there are believed
to be fewer than 500 wild Tigers
left, all on the island of Sumatra.
Tigers became extinct on the
Indonesian islands of Bali in the

1940s and Java in the 1970s.
The seed money for this

programme to address demand is
being administered through a grant
made to TRAFFIC from the GTRP
Multi-Donor Trust Fund. This
fund, administered by the World
Bank, provides global support on
the ground for the GTRP. It helps
fill financing gaps with pooled
funding from governmental,
corporate, and private donors. The
UK Government is the initial
contributor to the fund.
TRAFFIC's partners in this project
include WildAid, WWF and the
Zoological Society of London.

"As tiger range countries have
stepped up national efforts and
made measurable progress in
implementing the Global Tiger

Recovery Program since the Tiger
Summit in 2010, demand reduction
is an element of global support that
has taken time to get off the
ground," said Andrey Kushlin,
Program Manager, Global Tiger
Initiative, World Bank.

"By drawing on the body of
work that has already been done on
behaviour change and demand
reduction, TRAFFIC and other
partners help the efforts of the Tiger
Range Countries in finally
breathing life into Demand
reduction work of the GTRP,
supported by this Multi Donor
Trust Fund.

"The London Conference is also
a great opportunity for partners and
donors to expand their support for
these aspects of tiger conservation."

Tiger part seizures, 2000-2013 IMAGE© TRAFFIC
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INTERNATIONAL FUND FOR ANIMAL WELFARE (IFAW)

Grant Report on the Snares
Removal Campaign in
Hunchun
Grace Gabriel, IFAW-China

n Background
As home to both Siberian Tiger and
Siberian Leopard, Hunchun is the
key to the recovery of the
population of these two endangered
big cats in the wild. However, these
animals are facing two major
threats: loss of habitat and
poaching. Poaching is commonly
exists in Hunchun especially in
winter. Many poachers use snares
and traps because they are cheap
and easy to handle. Hence, not only
the prey of Siberian Tiger and
Siberian Leopard threatened but
also these big cats are in danger. 

In the winter of 2014, with
IFAW's support, Hunchun Wildlife
Conservation Association carried
out this snares removal campaign.
SMART system was used to record
and assist the patrol. 

n Program Period
January 1- March 15, 2014

n Staff
A total of 16 people joined this
campaign, including 4 staff from
Hunchun Wildlife Conservation
Association, 2 from Hunchun
Forestry Bureau, and 10 volunteers. 

n Achievement and Outcomes
1. Geographic coverage
The campaign was consisted of 100
snares removal patrols and well
covered the northeast, middle and
west area of Hunchun (Figure 1).
Recorded by the SMART system,
patrollers spent a total of 408.5
hours to walk through 826.6km in
20 days. 

2. Number and type of
snares removed
A total of 2782 snares
were removed by
patrollers(Figure 2,
Figure 3), among which
2577 were large snares,
94 small snares, 6 traps,
104 bird traps and 1
Zhuojiao (a special
kind of handmade
snare). On average,
there were 3.37 snares
discovered per km in
Hunchun area. 
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Figure 1: Geographic coverage of the campaign

Figure 3: some of removed snares

Figure 2: Number and type of snares removed



3. Poaching
Patrollers found the scene of
poaching in 30 sites, as there were
dead body and blood of wild
animals (Figure 3) discovered. They
also seized two poachers and sent
them to the local Forestry Police for
further enforcement. 

4. Footprint of wild tigers found in
the patrol
Some footprints of big cats found
in the patrol were identified as left
by a mother tiger with her cubs
(two or more). Experts also found a
tree that been scratched by tigers,
and a dead body of wild boar left
beside the tree.

Enhanced Enforcement and Policy
Reduced Trade of Tiger Parts and
Products
Routine monitoring of online
wildlife trade found decreased trade
of tiger parts and products in
China. The decline was due largely
to enhanced enforcement and more
stringent website policies to deter

illegal trade based on information
provided by IFAW. Since 2007,
IFAW has conducted routine online
monitoring and provided market
information to law enforcement
agencies and websites to urge for
zero tolerance of online wildlife
trade. 

IFAW's monitoring identifies
new market trends, which provides
pointers for strengthening law
enforcement and prompts
enforcement agencies to conduct
targeted enforcement action. Tipoff
from IFAW in December 2011 led
to a Government ban of
endangered species in auctions. The
auction trade ban of rhino horn,
elephant ivory and tiger bone
resulted in a 40-50% reduction in
mainland China auction turnover
in 2012, representing $322 million
USD. 

In recent years, IFAW
monitoring of online marketplaces
on general sales websites, i.e. e-
commerce, classified, and public
forums, found that the majority of

the wildlife parts and products
advertised, such as those from tigers
and rhinos, are for
investment/collections (Fig.1) rather
than for medicinal use (Chart 1). 

Based on this finding, IFAW
expanded monitoring of more
specialty websites for collectables
and urge them to put in place more
stringent internal policies. Websites
added filters to block listings of
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Figure 4: Scene of poaching found in the campaign

Fig. 1 Tiger bone wine sold online
claimed good investment
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wildlife products or deleted those
listings on their own initiative. In
September 2013, one of the biggest
collection websites (Huaxia
collection website) tightened its
internal policy and added filters to
block listings containing the words
"tiger products". The number of
listings immediately declined
remained at the lower level since
(Chart 2). In April 2014, known
collection website (Yachang
collection website) added filters to
block any listings containing
wildlife related keywords, including
tiger bone and tiger nail.
Subsequent monitoring found the
number of listings for wildlife
products on Yachang reached zero
for the first time. Taobao, the
biggest e-commerce platform in
China, has already deleted more
than 4000 illegal listings of wildlife
products since the beginning of the
year. 

IFAW monitoring of websites
and intelligence sharing supported
enhanced law enforcement and
strengthened website policies,
resulting in the reduction of wildlife
products in online trade. These
actions combined help stigmatize
wildlife consumption and
contribute to reducing demand in
China for parts and products from
wildlife. 

ID Manual Improves Enforcement
IFAW, in collaboration with China
CITES Scientific Authority,
compiled an Identification Manual
for Endangered Wildlife
Commonly Traded Online (ID
Manual) (Fig. 2). This manual was
design to help law enforcement
agencies and website managerial
teams adapt to the increased
anonymity and mobility features

that have facilitated the trade in
wildlife species. The manual
provides details of wild species
commonly traded online, like tiger
(Fig.3), and introduces
identification methods for them
and their related parts and
products. 

The ID Manual will be
distributed to related law
enforcement agencies and website
management teams. It will allow for
increased involvement of law
enforcement agencies and websites
and improve their respective ability,
which are crucial for reducing the
illegal trade of wildlife online.
Funding for the manual was
provided by the United States
Agency for International
Development (USAID) and the
Freeland Foundation. 

Russian Federation President,
Vladimir Putin, attends release
Washington, DC - (May 22, 2014)
- Three orphaned Amur tigers, two
males and one female were
successfully released to the wild in
the Russian Far East. This, the
largest release of rehabilitated Amur
tigers ever, was made possible by
the joint efforts of the International
Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW),
Special Inspection Tiger, A.N.
Severtsov Institute of Ecology and
Evolution, the Russian Academy of
Sciences, and the Wildlife
Conservation Society (WCS).

Underlining the importance of

Chart 1* Purpose of Online
Wildlife Advertisement

*Based on internet monitoring from 
10th March ~ 18th April, 2014 of general 
e-commerce websites.

Chart 2. Number of tiger
products/ parts traded online

Fig.2 Front and back cover of the Identification Manual for Endangered Wildlife Commonly Traded Online
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the event, Russian Federation
President Vladimir Putin attended
the release. President Putin is
known for his personal investment
in the Russian State-supported
Amur tiger rehabilitation project. 

Two tigers released were
brothers Borya and Kuzia. The cubs
were found, together with a third
female cub which later died
presumably from a calici virus

infection, near Andreevka,
PrimorskiiKrai on November 2012.
The rescued tigers were moved to
the Wildlife Rehabilitation Center
in Alekseevka. Their estimated age
was four months and their weight
only 35 pounds. 

The female tigress released with
the brothers has the name of Ilona.

"There are an estimated 360
tigers surviving in the wilds of

Russia today, a noticeable decline
compared to the more than 400 at
the start of the century. Poaching
and shrinking of tiger habitat due
to unprecedented logging and
wildfires, as well as the decline of
the ungulate population - the tigers'
prey base - are still the main threats
for the tiger population", explains
Maria Vorontsova, IFAW Russia
Director. "If we want to save this

The largest release of endangered Amur tigers ever makes history in Russia
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species from extinction, every single
life needs to be considered precious.
These three tigers were released in
the region where tigers have not
been sighted for many years and are
thought to have become extinct.
Our previous experience shows that
now they have real chances to
survive in the wild," said
Vorontsova.

Two additional tigers, the
female Svetlaya and the male Ustin,
are scheduled to be released in early
June. 

A tigress, named later Svetlana,
was caught on January 9, 2013,
near the village of Svetlogorye in
Primorye and delivered to the Utes
Rehab Center. The tiger cub was
frost-bitten and severely emaciated
weighing only 29 kg at close to
seven months of age.

The five rehabilitated tigers had
to be removed from the wild and
placed in the facility for endangered
species built by the Severtsov

Institute of Ecology and Evolution
together with Inspection Tiger near
the village of Alexeyevka in
PrimorskyKrai.

These two organizations,
financially supported by IFAW and
the Phoenix Fund, operate special
Amur tiger rehabilitation program,
which has already celebrated
success.

A year ago, a rehabilitated
tigress named Zolushkawas
successfully released. Recent data
and images gathered from camera-
traps set in the forest, show that she
has successfully adapted to life back
in the wild. 

"The tigers were prepared to go
back to the wild; they are in good
physical shape, successfully stalking
and hunting their natural prey and
avoid human beings," explains Dr.
Viatcheslav Rozhnov, Deputy-
Director of the Severtsov Institute
of Ecology and Evolution.

During the rehabilitation

process, all contact with humans
was eliminated. Monitoring the
tigers was done through remotely-
operated video cameras. 

"Thanks to the high
professionalism of conservationists
at the rehabilitation facility, the
animals, we believe, are completely
ready for the next - independent -
stage of her life, and our previous
experience with Zolushka gives
hope for that ," said Vitaly
Timchenko, Inspection Tiger
officer. 

On May 20th, the tigers were
immobilized, weighed, measured,
and fitted with satellite collars.
They were placed inside custom-
built transport crates and moved
1,700km by road to their final
release site. An IFAW veterinarian
consultant followed the entire
journey to monitor the health of
the tigers. Satellite-tracking data
will help rangers monitor the tigers'
movements.

WWF Tigers Alive - Update 
WWF Tigers Alive Initiative
continues to drive TX2 forward
working at all levels from field to

government ministries ensuring the
goal to double tiger numbers is
achieved. 
In February the Initiative took the
Zero Poaching message to the
London Conference on the Illegal
Wildlife Trade and is working
across all Tiger Range Countries to
ensure tiger protection levels are
raised to the highest standards.

SMART & Ranger Training
WWF Tigers Alive Initiative
enforcement team has been busy
conducting ranger training and
support activities: 
n Cambodia - Law Enforcement

Monitoring workshop - 7-9
January 2014: WWF
enforcement focal points from
all tiger landscapes were trained
in threat assessment and law
enforcement monitoring 

n Bukit Barisan Selantan National

Park - 15-19 February 2014: 10
data officers from national park
authorities and WWF Indonesia
were trained on the use of
SMART 

n Bukit Barisan Selantan
National Park - 20-26 February
2014: 26 frontline staff were
trained in basic ranger skills 

n Bangladesh - 1 March 2014:
presented SMART to the
Bangladesh Forest Department
in a meeting hosted by IUCN

n Pilibhit Wildlife Sanctuary - 5-
7 April, 2014: 15 watchers were
trained on law enforcement
monitoring and patrol tactics 

n Nepal - 11-12 April 2014:
presented Ranger Federation of
Asia at General Assembly
meeting of Nepal Ranger
Association - 500 rangers
participated in the meeting. 

n Thimpu - 14 April 2014:

WWF TIGERS ALIVE
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40 tigers in four years:
China's lethal wildlife trade
loophole
Vicky Lee, Trade and Policy
Analyst, May 16, 2014

This year, two prominent arrests in
China of gangs illegally trading in
tigers caused an outcry in the
country and around the world.
Chinese citizens are furious because
China has fewer than 50 wild tigers
left, yet one group in Leizhou is
said to have been killing and
supplying tiger products for years.

However, what is less widely
known is that China actually has a
licensed wildlife trade, with more
than 100 companies authorised to
deal in the skin products of
nationally protected species,
including tigers.

Xia Feng Craft Taxidermy
Factory (Xia Feng), in An-Hui, is

ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY (EIA)

SMART Orientation workshop
for Bhutan Department of
Forest and Park Services 

n Chitwan National Park - 18-22
April 2014: 19 participants
from five protected areas -
Chitwan National Park, Banke
National Park, Parsa Reserve,
Shuklaphanta Reserve, Bardia
National Park - were trained on
SMART 

n Rajaji National Park - 1 & 3
May 2014: 27 frontline staff
trained on LEM Patrol Data
Forms & GPS Refresher

n Lansdowne Forest Division &
Amangarh Forest Range - 8-9
May 2014: four Rangers trained
in threat Assessment

n Palpur-Kuno Wildlife
Sanctuary - 12- 13 May 2014:
three temporary Forest Staff
trained in Enforcement System

Review
n Mukundarra Hills Tiger

Reserve - 17 - 18 May 2014: 25
Forest Guards completed Basic
Ranger Training

n Ramgargh Wildlife Sanctuary -
19 - 20 May 2014: 25 Forest
Guards completed Basic Ranger
Training

For more information: http://www.
smartconservationsoftware.org/

CA|TS
The momentum behind
Conservation Assured Tiger
Standards: CA|TS is building: 
n IUCN and WWF Tigers Alive

Initiative signed a memorandum
of understanding at First Asian
Park Congress in Sendai, Japan
in October 2013, linking
CA|TS to the IUCN Green List 

n GTF endorsed CA|TS in

February 2014 and requests
member Tiger Range 
Countries to establish National
Review Committees and 
initiate the CA|TS registration
process

n WWF Tigers Alive Initiative in
collaboration with Bangladesh
Forest Department (Wildlife
and Nature Conservation
Circle, Govt. of Bangladesh),
and IUCN - Bangladesh
Country Office, organize a one
day meeting in Dhaka
introducing CA|TS and scoping
for its implementation in
Bangladesh - 2 March 2014

n CA|TS to be featured at an
event at the Convention of
Biodiversity (CBD) in South
Korea, October 2014.

For more information: http://conser
vationassured.org/cats_wp/

Tiger skin being processed at Xia Feng (c) EIA



one of more than a dozen licensed
taxidermists. Official records show
Xia Feng was supplied with 40
tigers and one leopard from zoos
during 2010-14 (see the records
cache on EIA's website). The
finished products, high quality tiger
skin rugs, are rarely offered for sale
online.

In the 2013 report Hidden in
Plain Sight PDF, EIA exposed how

Xia Feng's licensed operations were
a cover for illegal conduct but,
despite this, the business seems to
continue to operate with impunity -
in January this year, Xia Feng
sourced 10 tiger carcasses from
zoos.

When EIA met the owner of
Xia Feng in 2012, he offered a
captive-bred Siberian tiger skin rug.
The skin came with a permit but

the owner admitted the tiger was
not from the zoo specified on the
permit. Because the real supplier
was not authorised to supply tigers
to taxidermists, Xia Feng has forged
a partnership with Nanjing Pearl
Spring Wildlife Ecological Park Ltd
to facilitate the transfer. Xia Feng
has sourced 26 tigers from this
alliance.

What's particularly alarming is
that Xia Feng also sought to sell the
bones and meat of that tiger, which
is illegal under current Chinese law.
While the skin was being sold as a
rug, its skeleton was offered for sale
as an ingredient with which to
make 'health' tonics (tiger bone
wine). EIA was shown the head of
the tiger and the owner said he had
regular clients purchasing tiger
bones from him.

For tigers that have died in zoos,
private collections and other
breeding facilities, current
regulation in China requires their
bones to be sealed in order to
prevent them from entering trade.
However, Xia Feng has been given
permission to buy at least 19 tiger
carcasses within just four years.

Since the State Council
announced a ban on tiger bone
trade in 1993, trade in bones from
wild tigers has been largely
restricted in China. In the wake of
recent and very welcome
announcements criminalising the
consumption of wild animals in the
country, it would be easy to
interpret these combined
regulations as spelling an end to all
tiger trade.

However, it would be
complacent to overlook the
licensing scheme. Since 2003, it has
authorised hundreds of companies
to trade in wildlife and their
products such as ivory, tiger skins,
leopard taxidermies, medicines
containing bear bile and the glands
of the musk deer, and many others
(read more about the scheme in
Hidden in Plain Sight PDF).

The role of China's legal
domestic ivory trade in stimulating
demand and laundering illegal ivory
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Frozen tiger head in a freezer at Xia Feng (c) EIA



has been well documented. Yet
from the start, the same scheme
didn't just sanction ivory dealers
but also taxidermists, drug
manufacturers, fur and leather
traders and many others. As one
such licensee, Xia Feng exemplifies
how the scheme poses serious
threats to tigers and to a range of
other species.

Xia Feng's tiger rugs offer no
educational value, which bluntly
contradicts the reason it was
granted authorisation in the first
place. It is understood that Xia
Feng's purchases from the zoos 
were allowed because the 
company was to produce
taxidermies for educational and
scientific purposes. But the 
owner of Xia Feng said most of his
tiger products were actually
purchased by private businessmen
for personal use.

"No public institutions want a
tiger rug, they need a standing
taxidermy; some schools may 
buy a fake one," he told EIA's
undercover 

Investigators
Also, Xia Feng's interview 
reveals how the licensing scheme is
poorly regulated and offers a 
serious loophole. For private 
buyers prepared to take the risk, 
Xia Feng offers a discount if the
permit is returned once the tiger
skin rug is behind closed doors. 
The cost of such permits, 
according to the owner of Xia Feng,
includes wining and dining local
officials and a lengthy waiting
period. The owner said he retained
the permit when a leopard skin was
previously sold to a public
institution since it bore little risk of
inspection; the permit is now
available to provide cover for trade
in another skin. The owner, himself
an experienced taxidermist, further
said he has processed wild tiger
skins which were gifts to elite
individuals.

It is a trade that is clearly
commercial in scale and is rife with
loopholes and corruption. The
response of Chinese officials in the
State Forestry Administration (SFA)

to EIA's report has simply been to
state that the skins of captive-bred
tigers are to be used for scientific
and educational purposes. Clearly,
that is not what is happening and a
head-in-the-sand approach is
undermining all other national and
international efforts to end trade in
wild tigers and other threatened
species.

Xia Feng is by no means an
isolated case; two other licensed
taxidermy businesses visited by EIA
are also engaged in illegal business.
An independent Chinese media
report has also documented how
the taxidermy industry in China has
crossed the lines of legality in seek
for profits.

Some authorities in China have
suggested they are too under-
resourced to regulate the system.
But while law-makers are
deliberating over the updating of
criminal and wildlife laws, an end
to all tiger trade - including captive-
bred tigers - would be a win/win for
the Chinese regulators and the
protection of wildlife.
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Tiger skin permit at Xia Feng (c) EIA
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NNEEWWSS FFRROOMM  NNAATTIIOONNAALL  NNGGOOss

WILDLIFE PROTECTION SOCIETY OF INDIA (WPSI)

WPSI Tiger Conservation
Awareness Programme in
Central India, 23 May 2014

The Wildlife Protection Society of
India (WPSI) launched its Tiger
Conservation Awareness
Programme in the tiger landscapes
of Central India in 2011. The
programme uses colourful
customised audio-visual vans,
decorated with tiger stripes, to
conduct film screenings and
awareness meetings in the villages
and markets fringing Kanha,
Bandhavgarh, Tadoba and Pench
tiger landscapes. To date we have
covered more than 550 villages
reaching out to an audience of over
100,000 villagers. The aim is to

reduce tiger poaching and human-
wildlife conflict by generating
conservation awareness and
encouraging meaningful dialogues
on the issue. Villagers are motivated
to view their wildlife as an asset
rather than a threat. The
programme is also used to
disseminate information on the
WPSI Secret Information Reward
Scheme to gather poaching
evidence, and to assist communities
by informing them of government
projects that they could benefit
from.

In 2011, WPSI acquired its first
van, which covered 69 villages in
the year, reaching out to an
audience of approximately 15,610
villagers. A second van was acquired

in 2012, and that year the two vans
collectively covered 204 villages
engaging approximately 32,240
villagers. In 2013, the vans covered
268 villages, reaching out to 55,405
villagers. This year WPSI has added
yet another van to the programme
to extend its reach to the villages
located in and around the Kanha-
Pench corridor and Pench Tiger
Reserve. The programme is proving
to be successful in reducing
corruption and speeding up
compensation claims, both issues
that will have a deep impact on the
way the local communities view the
wildlife of their areas.

To know more please visit
http://www.wpsi-india.org/ 
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ILLEGAL TIGER TRADE: WHY TIGERS ARE WALKING GOLD

Posted by Sharon Guynup in
Cat Watch, National
Geographic on February 12,
2014

In December 2013 at the Tadoba
Tiger Reserve in India, we finally
got the word: Three confiscated
steel-jawed poacher's traps would
be brought to the Forest
Department office at one o'clock,
and we'd been granted permission
to film them. We grabbed our
equipment and jumped in the car.
The rutted, mostly-dirt roads were
so bad that it would take 45
minutes to drive some seven miles
to get there.

National Geographic
photographer Steve Winter and I
had come to Central India to shoot
the short video above, Battling
India's Illegal Tiger Trade, on one
of the most devastating threats
facing the world's last 3,000 wild
tigers: poaching.

Tigers are walking gold, worth a
fortune on the black market. The
demand is huge and prices continue
to skyrocket. The cats are being
slaughtered across India and their
entire range, mostly for their bones
and their magnificent pelts.
(Related: "'Cyber poaching' Feared
as New Threat to Rare Wildlife")

The bones are smuggled almost
exclusively to China, used in tiger
bone wine-a pricey traditional
Chinese medicine (TCM) tonic
thought to impart the tiger's great
strength and vigour. But almost
every part of the tiger is valued in
TCM. Most of the skins end up in
China, too, used for high-end
luxury décor.

It's rarely poor locals that are
poaching tigers-it's organized gangs.
Tigers are part of a massive wildlife
trade that's run by sophisticated
international crime syndicates, the
same trade that's wiping out
elephants, rhinos and so many
other species. It's a 19 billion dollar
a year business.

We were working in India with

two of the world's foremost experts
on the topic, Belinda Wright and
Nitin Desai. In 1994, Wright heard
rumours that outsiders were
targeting big cats in Kanha Tiger
Reserve, near where she lived.
Tigers she'd spent years filming for
her Emmy award-winning National
Geographic documentary, 'Land of
the Tiger' were suddenly
disappearing.

She figured out what was
happening when a shop owner
approached her in a nearby town
one day. "I've got four fresh tiger
skins. Do you know anyone who
wants to buy them?" he whispered.
She orchestrated a sting operation.
Five people were arrested,
uncovering a tiger-smuggling
operation.

Later that summer, she and a
friend travelled throughout the state
to gauge the situation. "To my
horror," she said, "we were offered
the skins and bones of 39 dead
tigers, with offers in practically
every city and town we
investigated." They identified 42 cat

poachers and 32 dealers.
Wright abandoned her

filmmaking career and founded the
Wildlife Protection Society of
India(WPSI), an organization she's
led ever since. Their focus: to gather
information on wildlife crime-
especially involving tigers-and assist
enforcement authorities in arresting
alleged criminals and curbing
wildlife crime. (Related: "Tiger
Poachers Get Stiff Sentences")

Desai signed on in 1998. He
now directs WPSI's anti-poaching
activities here in what is known as
the "Central Indian Tiger
Landscape." About a quarter of the
country's 1,800 remaining Bengal
tigers live here in India's heartland,
protected within a string of 13 tiger
reserves. Tadoba-Andhari reserve,
where we're headed, is one of those
tiger havens.

We travelled with Wright and
Desai to the Forest Department
office. They told us that guards had
discovered the largest of the three
confiscated traps-a tiger trap-in
"buffer" forest just outside Tadoba.
It was a crude, rusty iron
contraption, maybe a foot in
diameter, with large, serrated teeth.
A thick chain was attached to
anchor it to the ground. Below,
Nitin Desai demonstrates how
poachers set their homemade jaw
traps to capture tigers near the
Tadoba Tiger Reserve.

It's a common misbelieve that
organized tiger poachers use fancy,
sophisticated weapons to kill tigers.
Only organized poaching gangs use
jaw traps. Tigers are rarely shot. A
bullet hole ruins the skin.

Desai explained that these traps
aren't factory-made; they're forged
by a blacksmith over an open fire.
From the design, he could tell that
this one was made here in Central
India: It was a type that had been
used in the area for decades.

It took a nerve-wracking 15
minutes (with the help of a couple
of guards) for Desai to pry it open
and then set it, while doing his best

Still image from video by Steve
Winters
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to keep his hands out of its
crushing jaws. "No tiger can escape
from this trap, he said. "[It is] so
strong, and so powerful."

Then he jammed a thick branch
into the trap and sprung it. It
snapped shut with a sickening,
metallic thud.

One trap can be reused again
and again. There was no way of
knowing how many tigers this hunk
of metal had taken down.

Poachers have vast knowledge of
both tiger behaviour and their
distribution across India. Tigers that
live on the edges of reserves or in
adjoining forest are in the
crosshairs. Poachers often work
those forest fringes, targeting adults,
particularly males-they get more
money for their larger skins.

Poachers also know where
enforcement is weakest. They pay

locals for information on where and
when anti-poaching patrols move
through specific areas-and where
tigers and their kills have been
recently sighted.

Most gangs are nomadic, says
Desai, striking an area and quickly
moving on. They come into town
in a group, often accompanied by
their wives and children, who sell
trinkets on the street while they're
camped there to divert attention.

They work during the dry
season, placing jaw traps on trails or
near water holes, often choosing full
moon nights. That way, they don't
need flashlights that might give
them away. Once a tiger is snared,
"they do a kind of surgical strike,
take down the tiger, remove the
skin and bones and leave the area in
about three hours," says Desai.
"They're that fast." The women

often carry the contraband. There's
less chance of them being searched.

Except in Kaziranga National
Park in Assam, India's forest guards
are not armed. Few parks have good
monitoring systems or effective
patrolling strategies in place. "I
think it's correct to say that except
for a few-maybe four or five tiger
reserves in India-no tiger is really
safe," says Wright. (Related: "A Cry
for the Tiger")

Steve and I glimpsed how WPSI
tries to stop poachers before they
kill-rather than having to track
them afterwards. One morning, just
after dawn, we went to Khutwanda,
a farming village that sits on
Tadoba's doorstep. Wright, Desai,
and his colleague Mukesh
Bhandakkar approached a group of
men who sat on a wall in the center
of the village, some of them dressed
in traditional dhotis. They told
them of WPSI's "secret information
reward scheme," where they would
pay for tips that led to a poaching
arrest. They promised anonymity,
and passed out flyers listing phone
numbers they could call.

WPSI also employs roaming
informers who follow the
movements of poaching gangs as
they move around the country.

Those tips pay off. An example:
Sita, a famous tigress photographed
by Nick Nichols that appeared on
the cover of National Geographic in
1997, vanished in the spring of '98.
Four men were later arrested with
bones and a skin that identified her:
a tiger's stripes are unique, like a
human fingerprint. During the
ensuing trial, one of the accused,
Kailash Baheliya, faked a death
certificate. He lived under an
assumed name in another state until
2012, when he was IDed through a
WPSI "reward system" informer.
Now, 13 years later, he's in jail,
waiting to be tried for killing Sita-
and faking his own death.

Since 2000, WPSI has assisted
in over 360 cases that resulted in
892 arrests; they didn't keep such
records in their early years. The
organization has amassed a wildlife
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Villages in Khutwanda, a village just outside Tadoba Tiger Reserve in Central
India, examine fliers describing The Wildlife Protection Society of India's reward
system for poaching tips. (Bottom) Information about poaching gangs that move
into an area may save tigers' lives
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crime database that's one of the
largest in the world, logging some
24,925 cases and profiles on 19,020
wildlife criminals. Most tiger killers
in India are repeat offenders.

But the judicial system is
overburdened, penalties are light,
and wildlife crime sits low on the

list of priorities. There is about a
four percent conviction rate. From
1994-2013, 1,690 people were
accused in tiger poaching and
seizure cases; over that same period,
just 69 were convicted in 25 cases.
"It's certainly not at a deterrent for
anyone who wants to kill a tiger,"

says Wright. "We're following the
same people again and again. Every
single tiger that's walking through
India today has got a price on its
head."

http://newswatch.nationalgeograp
hic.com/2014/02/12/illegal-tiger-

trade-why-tigers-are-walking-gold/
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WCS-India has played a proactive
supporting role to the government
in conserving the ecologically
important landscapes in Karnataka,
Kerala, Tamil Nadu and
Maharashtra. Buoyed by its
successes, WCS has now expanded
its conservation activities to the
state of Andhra Pradesh through its
partners Hyderabad Tiger
Conservation Society (HyTiCoS)
and Centre for Wildlife Studies
(CWS). 

Conservation interventions
WCS-India continues to support
the Forest department in law
enforcement by sharing information
on forest and wildlife offences.
During January - June 2014 period,
WCS-India assisted law
enforcement agencies in booking 14
cases which included arrest of Tiger
poachers, Pangolin poachers, and
sandalwood smugglers, besides
helping track wildlife trade activities
and recover the wildlife body parts.
The team also played a vital role to
help control illegal fishing, illegal
cattle grazing, sand mining, and
tourism activities in 5 instances.

Voluntary Resettlement:
WCS-India has been pursuing a
unique model of conservation since
2003 to consolidate tiger habitats
through privately funded voluntary
relocation schemes. In the last six
months, WCS-India supported two
families from Kudremukh National
Park and three families from

Dandeli-Anashi Tiger Reserve who
were marooned deep inside the
forest to relocate to outside PAs.
With this WCS-India through its
partner NGOs has so far
successfully assisted 65 families to
voluntarily relocate from PAs thus
consolidating more than 100 sq km
of high quality tiger habitat within
the Malenad-Mysore Tiger
Landscape of Karnataka.

WCS-India also played a
catalytic role in helping one of the
landless tribal families in
Kudremukh to relocate outside after
receiving compensation of about Rs
30,00,000/- from the government,
renouncing the forest rights
conferred through Forest Rights
Act. 
The WCS-India team actively
supported government sponsored
relocation of 66 families from three
settlements of Nagarahole Tiger
Reserve to Hebballa relocation
center in February 2014. Persistent
efforts of WCS-India team also
catalyzed the formation of district
relocation committee in Dandeli-
Anashi Tiger Reserve, following
which 30 families received an
advance of Rs 1,00,000/- under the
government relocation package to
begin their resettlement process and
settle outside the park. The WCS-
India team also assisted four
families in Wayanad Wildlife
Sanctuary and continues to support
750 Chetty families in Mudumalai
Tiger Reserve who have volunteered
to relocate.

Post Relocation Support in
Nagarahole: 
WCS-India provided fertilizers and
agriculture support to 146 resettled
families from Nagarahole who
produced nearly 8000 quintals of
maize with a record earnings of
about Rs 85,00,000/- in January
2014. The team also provided
critical support to 883 relocated
tribals to avail several government
welfare schemes, besides helping the
recently relocated 66 families to get
government relocation benefits
directly into their bank accounts.

Nature Education and awareness
camps:
WCS-India partner TREE
conducted 63 education programs
in 21 schools through its 'Youth for
Conservation' group. More than
3500 students were introduced to
nature through the theme "Universe
to India" and several films
including "Nagarahole: Tales from
an Indian Jungle", "Save Our
Sholas" and "Point Calimer: A
Kingdom by Coast" were screened. 

Nature awareness programs were
held in Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil
Nadu and Maharashtra for over
10,000 school and college students,
200 teachers and 1000 villagers.
Fire awareness and human-leopard
conflict awareness programs were
conducted and posters and
pamphlets were put up around the
protected areas of Karnataka, Kerala
and Tamil Nadu. Workshops were
conducted in Mumbai to both

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION SOCIETY - INDIA (WCS - INDIA)



Police and journalists on leopard
conflict management and 
reporting. 

WCS-India partner WildCAT-C
conducted a unique program 'Cycle
for Nature' in Chikmagalur in
association with the Forest
Department in which about 500

school and college students
participated.

WCS-India supported the
release of a Marathi movie 'Ajoba',
which is based on the story of a
leopard (collared and tracked by
WCS-India scientist Vidya Athreya)
who moved 120 km through

human dominated landscapes
without getting into conflict with
humans.  This movie is creating
awareness in Maharashtra on
Human-Leopard conflict.  

Felicitations:
WCS-India Partner D.V.Girish was
honoured with the prestigious
'Protect the Tiger' award by the
Royal Bank of Scotland for his
exemplary contribution to wildlife
conservation for over two decades.
Girish's long term unwavering
commitment has played a crucial
role in protecting Bhadra Tiger
Reserve. His earlier awards include
the WCS Service Award in 1998,
the Karnataka Rajyotsava District
Award in 2001, the Carl Zeiss
Wildlife Conservation Award in
2002, and the Tiger Gold award in
2004 in recognition of his
outstanding services to wildlife
conservation.

N. Badusha, WCS-India
associate, was conferred with
'PrakrithiMitra-2014' award by a
leading Malayalam Magazine
Koodu for his contribution to
wildlife conservation in the state of
Kerala. 
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CENTRE FOR WILDLIFE STUDIES (CWS)

Centre for Wildlife Studies (CWS)
has been conducting tiger research
in India since past three decades.
Over the last 25 years, CWS has
built world's largest tiger database
with profiles of more than 750
individual tigers, which it uses to
monitor their tenure, dispersal,
mortality and forensics. CWS is
currently monitoring the
population of 300-350 tigers across
6,000 sq km of prime tiger habitat
in the Western Ghats. This season,
CWS is also conducting a state-
wide occupancy survey for tigers in
Karnataka. So far survey has been
completed in about 81 grid cells,
each of size 188 square kilometres,
out of 205 sample grid cells.

Rare species captured in Camera
Traps:
During camera trapping this season,
presence of Indian Fox was
documented in Nagarahole and
BRT Tiger Reserves. The Indian
Fox, which generally lives in dry
zone open scrub habitat, was photo-
captured in Nagarahole in
December 2013 and in BRT in
February 2014. These were the first
photographic evidences of the fox
from these forests of Western
Ghats. Hyenas which are also found
in drier areas was captured in
Bandipur Tiger Reserve this year
also. It was earlier camera trapped
in Bandipur in 2012 and 2013.

Tiger Mortality: 
Between May 2013 and March
2014, ten mortalities and four
official removals of problem tigers
were recorded in Malenad-Mysore
Tiger Landscape. Using its tiger
database, CWS established the
identities of two carcasses and three
problem tigers. Of the recorded
mortalities, two each were due to
natural causes and poaching, while
the causes for the remaining six
mortalities remained unknown.
Three conflict individuals BPT-117,
BPT-198 and Nagarahole13_Tiger_
U304a were captured in a steel box
trap by Karnataka Forest
Department and housed in Mysore
and Bannerghatta zoos respectively.

Clock-wise fromTop left: WCS-India team providing agricultural inputs to
relocated families from Nagarahole; a family from Naiphed, Dandeli-Anashi Tiger
Reserve which was supported by WCS-India to relocate to outside Park; a WCS-
India staff member in a nature education camp to school children; one of the
families from Kudremukh National park who volunteered to relocate after
accepting compensation from WCS



The other conflict individual was
shot dead in Tamil Nadu after it
killed three people and two cows.
Detailed technical reports on the
conflict tigers were prepared and
shared with government authorities. 

Training and capacity building:
Training and capacity building
activities continued to be an
integral part of research activities by
CWS. About 200 volunteers have
been trained during this period
which included 76 forest
department staff. 10 new field
recruits were also trained as interns
first, and as full-time staff later on,
to carry out field survey activities. 

Human-Wildlife Conflict Surveys: 
Socio-economic surveys were
carried out in and around Tadoba-
Andhari Tiger Reserve in the state
of Maharashtra. CWS team assessed
levels of conflict through 625
household surveys. The team
recorded high rates of livestock loss
reported by the locals and observed
that the number of households that
report conflict incidents to the
forest department was lesser than
the incidents reported during the
interviews. People living closer to
the protected area boundary
anticipated frequent interactions
with wild animals and therefore
were more tolerant in their attitude.

Understanding human-wildlife
conflicts is a top conservation
priority. In a collaborative study
with Duke University, Indian
Institute of Management and WCS,
CWS is examining patterns of
conflict around protected areas in
Rajasthan. Over 2000 households

from living around Kumbalgargh,
Phulwari ki Nal, Sitamata,
Jaisamand and Tadgargh sanctuaries
were interviewed. The surveys
examine demographic information,
conflict levels, mitigation measures
employed by households to deal
with conflict and their perceptions
of wildlife. Livestock loss and crop
loss associated with conflict and
compensation access was also
evaluated.

Biodiversity assessment studies: 
The Western Ghats landscape is
among the ten important
biodiversity hotspots of the world.
Besides tigers and other carnivores,
it supports a wide diversity of trees,
birds, amphibians and smaller
mammals, of which many are
endemic. Interspersed with the

forests in the landscape are large
tracts of production landscapes with
coffee, rubber and areca nut
plantations. CWS is currently
conducting a large-scale study that
focuses on the avian and amphibian
diversity and distribution in these
production landscapes. The study
also aims at examining management
practices, and, links them to the
biodiversity that these areas
support. Due to their similarity
with forest vegetation structure,
plantations act as habitat buffers for
wildlife around protected areas.
This study has documented over
200 species of birds and 30 species
of amphibians in more than 180
estates in Karnataka. The study has
already unearthed many species that
have not been recorded for many
years.
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THE CORBETT FOUNDATION

Securing Tigers through Conflict
Mitigation and Community
Development
The Corbett Foundation (TCF)
was founded by Mr. Dilip D.
Khatau in 1994 with the prime
objective of maintaining harmony

between man and nature. The
Corbett Foundation, through its
activities in the four Tiger Reserves
-Bandhavgarh, Kanha, Corbett, and
Kaziranga, aims to spread the good
word about tiger and nature
conservation by conducting various

programmes, most important being
the Rural Medical Outreach
Programme for local communities.
TCF provides primary health care
and medical facilities and thereby
ensures their valuable support for
the larger goal of tiger habitat

Clock-wise from Top left: A Tiger carrying wild pig carcass was camera trapped
by CWS in Nagarahole Tiger Reserve; First photographic evidence of Indian fox
found in the forests of Western Ghats; A CWS staff member conducting human-
wildlife conflict survey in Rajasthan; CWS staff members training the forest
department staff in population monitoring techniques.
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conservation. Various awareness
programmes concentrating on
wildlife as well as environment
conservation are arranged in schools
and villages for generating interest
and support for not just
conservation but also the
betterment of the locals. Thus TCF
aspires to achieve the aim of
conservation by working for the
people and in the truest of sense is
an organization that links both the
important aspects of conservation,
local communities as well as the
government.
1. "PUKAAR"-Vocational training
programme to reduce pressure on
forest Forests are the lifeline for
local communities living in and
around them. The communities are
very much dependent on the forest
resources for everyday needs as well
as sources of livelihood. This
immensely pressurizes the forests
and negatively impacts the quality
of habitat. These anthropogenic
pressures are some of the major
factors in the decline of tiger
populations. To reduce this pressure
it is essential to provide the locals
with alternate source of livelihood
and therefore TCF initiated a
vocational training programme
"PUKAAR" that is a joint venture
of The Corbett Foundation and
Axis Bank Foundation since 2012
and aims to reduce the dependency
of local communities on forests.
The programme aims to train 700
local youth every year in different
trades like Hospitality and Resort
Operation, Tailoring and Sewing,
Mobile Repairing, Computer
Operation, Lantana and Bamboo
Handicraft making, to be trained as
Naturalists, etc. The PUKAAR
programme also looks at providing
job opportunities subsequent to the
trainings. From January to May, a
total of 245 local youth were
trained in Candle making, Incense
stick making, soft toys making,
Sewing & tailoring in Kanha,
Bandhavgarh, Corbett and
Kaziranga tiger reserves. 
2. Interim Relief Scheme (IRS)
One of the major causes of conflict

in Corbett is depredation of
livestock by tigers and leopards.
This creates resentment among
people against both wildlife and the
forest department. Simmering
resentment among local
populations has often resulted in
retaliatory measures like poisoning
of the carcass to kill the carnivore
responsible for livestock
depredation. With the objective of
alleviating this conflict situation,
TCF launched the "Cattle
Compensation Scheme" in 1995 to
give ex-gratia financial assistance to
the owner of the cattle killed by a
tiger or leopard in and around the
buffer zone of CTR. Considering
the importance of scheme, WWF-
India adopted the scheme in 1997
and since then TCF has been
running this scheme in
collaboration with WWF-India. 

Under the scheme, from
January to April 2014, TCF has
already recorded 157 cases of cattle
depredation by the tiger and
leopard. A total amount of Rs.
2,35,300/- was disbursed as interim
relief, while, an additional
expenditure of Rs. 1,12,128/- was
incurred as operational cost, which
included hiring of manpower and
vehicles for kill inspection. Villagers
from about 250 villages located in
remote areas in both the north and
south zones of CTR are being
benefitted from the scheme. 
3.  Rural Medical Outreach
Programme To accomplish the
desired goals of tiger conservation,
it is imperative to get the support
and cooperation of local
communities towards the
conservation of tiger.  The goal of
TCF's Medical Programme is to
establish a relationship of mutual
trust between local people living in
and around tiger reserves and
organizations and people working
for tiger conservation by extending
humanitarian assistance. It was
realized that if the local
communities were to be won over
to the cause of conservation some
reciprocal benefits would have to be
provided to them. TCF believes

that healthy individuals alone can
contribute to a healthy
environment. Villagers from
approximately 230 villages located
in and around the Corbett,
Bandahvagrh and Kanha Tiger
Reserve are getting benefitted from
this scheme. During January-April
2014, a total of 10,518 patients
were treated by the Medical team of
the Corbett Foundation, and an
expenditure of Rs. 2, 49,064 was
incurred on purchase of medicines.
Additionally, an expenditure of Rs.
8, 35,793/- was incurred as
operational cost in running the
programme.
4. Rural Veterinary Care
Programme The Corbett
Foundation organized veterinary
camps for the villages located in
and around the Kanha and
Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve. The
programme aimed to provide
livestock care facilities in the area
and in turn getting support for the
conservation of tiger in the Tiger
Reserves. The TCF veterinary
representatives also held discussion
with farmers and covered issues of
controlled grazing and declining
fodder availability for the cattle.
The villagers did appreciate the fact
that there is grazing pressure on the
forests but at the same time
lamented the fact that their
traditional life revolving around
animals was at stake. During
January-April 2014, a total of 460
livestock were treated by veterinary
teams of the Corbett Foundation,
and an expenditure of Rs. 33,906
was incurred on purchase of
medicines. Additionally, an
expenditure of Rs. 77,500/- was
incurred as operational cost in
running the programme.
5. Livestock Vaccination in
association with Tiger Reserves
While Foot-and-Mouth Disease
(FMD) is primarily an
economically devastating disease of
domestic livestock, experimental
studies have clearly demonstrated
that it can also threaten wildlife.
Various species of deer, pigs, bison,
antelope, etc. are susceptible to
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FMD. As it is a highly infectious
therefore there is very high
probability of transmission of FMD
from livestock to wild ungulates. To
prevent this transmission of FMD
from livestock to wild ungulates,
TCF in collaboration with the
Forest Department of Bandhavgarh,
Kanha and Corbett Tiger Reserve
conducted mass vaccination
programme. From January to May
2014, a total of 82003 livestock of
293 villages of Bandhvagrh, Kanha
and Corbett Tiger Reserve were
vaccinated.
6. Donation of better breed of
cattle TCF - Kanha initiated cattle
culture programme with kind
support of Bombay Gowrakshak
Trust and Bombay Gowrakshak
Mandali. The objective of this
programme is to introduce better
breed of cattle in the villages

around Kanha Tiger Reserve.
Currently, the local cattle breed is
less productive in terms of
agricultural work and milk yield
and are completely dependent upon
forests for grazing. The villagers
therefore depend upon more
number of cattle than is required.
This programme is the first step
towards encouraging villagers to
adopt stall feeding, and to reduce
the cattle heads in the region with
the introduction of better breeds.

TCF is supporting the villagers
by arranging good quality animals
which provide better pulling power
and work ability. TCF donated 9
pairs of bulls to 9 beneficiaries
which were selected after a survey
to assess whether the applicant will
be able to care for the cattle as well
as ensure stall-feeding over free-
range grazing. The practice of using

tree trunk as feed trough is also
being discouraged, and all the
beneficiaries of this project have
stopped using tree trunk made
feeding trough as a pre-requisite for
this project. 
7. Wildlife and Environment
Awareness To pass on knowledge of
importance of tiger and nature
conservation to local communities
is the key to achieve the goals of
conservation. The TCF all divisions
regularly organize various awareness
programmes to create awareness
among the different sections of the
human society.  From January to
May, various programmes comprises
of Power Point presentations, movie
shows, Rallies, Art Competitions,
Workshop, Nature Education
Camp, Nature Walk, Distribution
of nature books were organized in
the schools and villages.

WILDLIFE TRUST OF INDIA (WTI)

Notorious poacher Sansar Chand
reported dead
Alwar, March 18, 2014: Notorious
poacher Sansar Chand accused of
the trade and poaching of countless
tigers has reportedly passed away in
the Alwar District Hospital today.

Allegedly suffering from lung
cancer, the death of this poacher
has been heralded as the end of an
era. Vivek menon, Executive
Director of Wildlife Trust of India,
says "This is the time to remember
people like Ashok Kumar, the VC
of WTI, who spent 15 years of his
life trying to make sure that Sansar
Chand faced the full force of the
law". 

Sansar Chand and many of his
relatives have been linked to
multiple cases of poaching and
trade of wildlife articles

Prevention of Wildlife Trade
Workshop in Bhutan
Paro, Bhutan, February 10, 2014:
To help tackle illegal wildlife trade,
the Department of Forest and Park
Services (DoFPS) in partnership

with International Fund for Animal
Welfare-Wildlife Trust of India
(IFAW-WTI) and INTERPOL is
holding the second training
workshop on 'Prevention of
Wildlife Trade (PWT)' for officials
of various enforcement agencies of
the Royal Government of Bhutan. 

The four-day workshop was
inaugurated today by His
Excellency Lyonpo Yeshey Dorji,
Honourable Minister for
Agriculture and Forests. Forty seven
officials from the DoFPS,
Department of Revenue and
Customs, Royal Bhutan Police and
Bhutan Agriculture and Food
Regulatory Authority, Judiciary and
Office of the Attorney General are
attending the workshop. 

During the inauguration of the
workshop, H.E. Lyonpo Yeshey
Dorji said, "Bhutan is recognized
globally for its conservation
leadership. To conserve these rich
spaces lost forever elsewhere in the
world, our Constitution decrees at
least 60 percent of the country to
be covered in forests in perpetuity." 

The Minister thanked the
tireless contributions by the Forest
Department personnel for
preservation of the country's natural
heritage and to shed light on the
significance of collaboration
between various agencies including
the DoFPS, BAFRA, judiciary,
police, Army, and Customs. 

Commending IFAW and WTI
for their contributions to wildlife
protection internationally and
listing the initiatives supported by
IFAW-WTI in Bhutan including
the current workshop in
collaboration with INTERPOL, the
Minister added, "I know that long
after we are all gone, your
contributions this week will be one
of the most enduring foundations
in our endeavours to conserve the
natural heritage of Bhutan.

The current workshop will
address issues ranging from
identification of commonly traded
wildlife species of flora and fauna,
international regulations for
preventing the illegal trade, theory
of wildlife crime, the driving forces
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behind it as well as national laws
and regulations of Bhutan and their
implementation. 

Sonam Wangchuk, the Chief of
the Wildlife Conservation Division
and CITES Management Authority
of Bhutan's DoFPS, commented on
the workshop saying, "Trainings
like these ones provided by IFAW-
WTI are crucial in helping
authorities keep a check on wildlife
trade in the country. With wildlife
crime rates on a global high, it
becomes pertinent to involve other
agencies like the police, BAFRA,
department of revenue and customs
who play a vital role in prevention
of wildlife crimes and helps in the
apprehension and conviction of
perpetrators." 

This is the second phase of the
PWT in Bhutan. The resource-
persons include wildlife trade
control experts from the DoFPS,
INTERPOL, IFAW and WTI. The
first phase took place in July 2011
where experts from IFAW-WTI
covered the entire gamut of wildlife
trade control, international
regulations and enforcement in a
four-day training, which had been
preceded by a rescue, rehabilitation
and conflict management
workshop. 

During this workshop, IFAW
trainer Dr Elsayed Mohamed will
be walking the members through
particulars of CITES and will
conduct a practical workshop on
identification of various animal
articles, products and concealment
methods adopted by smugglers
across the world. Mr. Vivek Menon
from IFAW-WTI will conduct
sessions on identification of various
wildlife found in the region and the
overall global scenario of crime
associated with the trafficking of
wildlife crime.

INTERPOL's Andreou Andreas
will delve into profiling the
smugglers and the common
techniques and methodologies
employed by them during
transportation and trade. Basics of
rescue and rehabilitation of
confiscated animals will be dealt

with by trainer from IFAW-WTI
Jose Louies. 

"Illegal trade is one of the
greatest threats to wildlife across the
world. Fighting this effectively
requires cooperation and expertise
at various levels and institutions,
within a nation and between
different nations. Workshops like
these help effectively mobilise
agencies concerned within a
government to curb wildlife trade,"
said Vivek Menon, Regional
Director - South Asia, IFAW and
Executive Director, WTI, who has
been at the forefront in the fight
against wildlife trade. 

Bhutan, with ten wildlife
sanctuaries and national parks, is
resplendent with many species of
flora and fauna to boast of
including the Bengal tiger, snow
leopard, common leopard, golden
langurs, takin, various species of
hornbills, Asian elephants, Asiatic
black bear to name a few. 

"Bhutan is a unique country
with rich biodiversity and is already
contributing so much through the
government mandate of 60% forest
cover at all times, and the
enthusiasm of the officials and
people in protecting the natural
heritage. It is not just inspirational
but also a learning experience for
us, and an honour to be of
assistance here to help address
threats to wildlife," remarked
Kelvin Alie, Director of Wildlife
Trade Programme, IFAW. 

Pench Tiger Reserve frontline
staffs undergo wildlife crime
prevention training
Pench Tiger Reserve, May 26,
2014: At least 250 frontline staff
deputed to protect wildlife in Pench
Tiger Reserve, Madhya Pradesh,
will be trained by International
Fund for Animal Welfare-Wildlife
Trust of India (IFAW-WTI) under
their Wildlife Crime Prevention
Training programme, in
collaboration with the State Forest
Department, beginning today.

The training divided into two
batches, will continue till June 8.
The first batch will concentrate on
refresher courses for the frontline
forest staff of the Karmajhiri,
Gumtara and Kudoi Ranges who
underwent the training last year.
The second starting in June, see
fresh training being imparted to the
staff of the Pench Tiger Reserve's
buffer area.

"Forest guards are the backbone
of India's wildlife and habitat
protection system. They are the
guardians of its natural heritage and
at the frontline of the fight against
poachers and timber smugglers who
are sometimes far better armed and
equipped. It is thus important that
this force remains trained and highly
motivated to tackle diverse threats it
is being faced with. IFAW-WTI's
training modules aim to supplement
the government's efforts in
strengthening staff morale and
sharpening their skills," said Vivek

Crime Scene Investigation training in progress
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Menon, Executive Director and
CEO of WTI and Director of
IFAW South Asia. Pench Tiger
Reserve, Madhya Pradesh forms an
important part of a conduit in the
Central India landscape with its
connectivity to Kanha Tiger Reserve
in the same state and to Pench Tiger
Reserve in Maharashtra. The
corridors help establish a key habitat
for a considerable population of
tigers and other species.

Dr Rajendra Prasad Mishra,
Regional Head (Central India) for
IFAW-WTI elaborated on the

necessity of training in the Reserve
saying, "Poaching and illegal
trading cases have increased by 10%
in Central India and lack of well-
trained staff is compounding the
problem. This is where the need for
such training arises."

He further added, "Just like last
year this training will see crucial
theoretical and practical aspects of
crime prevention and assessment
being conducted such as the
nuances of detection, investigation,
evidence collection, seizure and
preparation of Preliminary Offence

Report. Particulars of the Wildlife
(Protection) Act, 1972 will also be
discussed in connection with the
same. In order to practically gauge
their understanding by the end of
the training, the newly trained staff
will be asked to defend 'cases'that
they have 'investigated' during the
mock sessions in a moot-court trail
held on the last day.

In a bid to equip and strengthen
the frontline forest staff of the
country, IFAW-WTI has been
conducting Wildlife Crime
Prevention Training Programmes,
under the Van Rakshak Project
(VRP) since 2001. VRP follows a
multi-pronged strategy with four
thrust areas, abbreviated as TEAM:
Training, Equipping, Awareness and
Morale Boosting, to broadly
facilitate capacity building and
strengthen spirits of personnel in
tough field circumstances.

As part of its morale boosting
initiative, VRP runs the only one of
its kind umbrella insurance scheme
for forest staff all over India. This
unique Group Accident Insurance
Scheme provides an insurance cover
of up to Rs 100,000 covering over
20000 frontline field staff and their
families in case of permanent
disability or death while on duty.
Over 75 families till date have been
assisted and more than 32 families
provided with ex-gratia support.

WWF-India's Tiger
Conservation Initiatives
(January-June 2014)

Ever since the launch of Project
Tiger in India, WWF-India has
always given a priority to tiger
conservation work. In the first half
of 2014, WWF-India continued its
various activities for the cause of
tiger conservation as follows.

All India Tiger Monitoring
(AITM) 2014-15
As part of the AITM exercise,
WWF-India is participating in the
country-wide assessment led by the
NTCA. WWF-India is partnering
with NTCA and the state forest
departments (FD) in seven tiger
landscapes in the country. The Tiger
Reserves and Protected/Non-
Protected Areas where WWF-India

is involved in these seven tiger
landscapes are as follows:

1) Terai Arc Landscape (TAL):
Dudhwa Tiger reserve- including
Dudhwa National Park,
Katerniaghat and Kishanpur
Wildlife Sanctuary, Ramnagar,
Terai West and Pilibhit Forest
Division, Nandhaur Wildlife
Sanctuary, Valmiki Tiger Reserve
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2) North Bank Landscape (NBL):
Manas Tiger Reserve

3) Kaziranga Karbi Anglong
Landscape (KKL): Kaziranga
Tiger Reserve

4) Sunderbans: National Park (East
& West), Basirhat and
Sajnekhali Wildlife Sanctuary

5) Satpura Maikal Landscape
(SML): Balaghat Forest
Division, Kanha Pench and
Satpura Melghat Corridor area

6) Western Ghats & Nilgiris
Landscape (WGNL): Wayanad
Wildlife Sanctuary, Nilgiris
North, Nilgiris South and
Coimbatore Forest Divisions,
Anamalai-Vadazchal Forest
complex

7) Western India Tiger Landscape:
Ramgarh Bisdhari and Kailadevi
Wildlife Sanctuary, South, south
east & southwest corridor areas
of Ranthambore Tiger Reserve 

For the first time, WWF-India
and Wildlife Conservation Society
India jointly carried out monitoring
exercises in Nilgiris Western Ghats.
The forest complex of Nagarhole,
Bandipur, Wayanad, North Nilgiris,
South Nilgiris and part of
Sathyamangalam were covered
together to better understand the
distribution of the tiger and prey
populations.

Transboundary initiatives
WWF-India continued to facilitate
increased cooperation between India
and the governments of Nepal,
Bhutan and Bangladesh for trans-
boundary cooperation for tiger
conservation. 

India-Nepal: High-level
government officials from both the
countries of India and Nepal met,
and discussed the monitoring results
for the joint exercise in 2013. Select
members from both the countries,
including staff of WWF-India,
finalized the draft joint report. The
report is currently being reviewed by
both the governments and plan to
release it at the next stocktaking
conference.

India-Bhutan: Joint tiger and
prey monitoring was carried out
with support from local partners in
Indian part of Manas Tiger Reserve.

India-Bangladesh: Talks are on
at highest level to coordinate joint
monitoring at Sunderbans Tiger
Reserve in both India and
Bangladesh to come up with a more
reliable estimate of tigers. 

Corridors
Corridors remain the core focus of
the work done by landscape teams
of WWF-India. Some of the
important and crucial corridors
where WWF-India continued its
involvement this year include:

NBL: Brahmaputra River
islands. The islands act as stepping
stones for tigers dispersing to north
of Kaziranga Tiger Reserve. Tigers
from Kaziranga have been recorded
in Nameri National Park indicating
the use of these islands as corridors.

KKL: Kanchanjuri corridor
connecting Kaziranga Tiger Reserve
and Karbi Anglong forests in the
south. Besides this, other designated
corridors namely Haldibari, Panbari
and Amguri were also surveyed and
functionality of the corridors was
established.

SML: Balaghat forest division,
connecting Kanha Tiger Reserve to
Pench and adjoining forests in
Maharastra. Also, Satpura-Melghat
corridor area is being surveyed to
understand its use by tigers.

TAL: Lagga-Bagga and 
Tatarganj corridors. These areas
provide crucial connectivity for
tigers and other wildlife between
Pilibhit in India and Shuklaphanta
in Nepal.

WGNL: Kodaikanal corridors
connecting Kodaikanal Wildlife
Sanctuary to important forest
divisions in Nilgiris.

WITL: Site occupancy survey in
south, south east & southwest
corridor areas of Ranthambore Tiger
Reserve.

Strengthening Enforcement
(LEM): To ensure regular
monitoring, effective protection and
threat mitigation for key species
including gers in landscapes, WWF-
India conducted training for
frontline forest staff and helped in
better preparedness of frontline staff
for rolling out LEM in different
areas. Various training programmes
on LEM and patrolling were
conducted in tiger reserves and
protected areas including in Rajaji,
Pilibhit, Kuno Palpur, Mukundra
hills and Ramgarh Bisdhari Wildlife
Sanctuary.

In addition, WWF-India has
been working along with the various
state forest departments in the tiger
landscapes within India in the
following broad areas:
a) Providing strategic support to

state forest departments for
enhancing protection and
curbing poaching of tiger and its
prey species

b) Capacity building of frontline
staff of state forest departments
for monitoring tiger and prey
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A tigress captured on a camera trap
using a corridor near the Ranthambore
Tiger Reserve



populations, enforcement as well
as controlling wildlife crime

c) Providing interim relief schemes
in select sites to minimize
retaliatory killing of tigers due to
livestock depredation by tigers

d) Securing habitats and corridors
by addressing pressures from
local communities, development
activities and infrastructure

e) Building local and political
support for conservation 

WWF-India hosted the tiger
stakeholder's meet among the tiger
range countries at Kanha Tiger
Reserve in the month of April.
Various issues, challenges and the
way forward was discussed
intensively by the participants,
which included biologists, scientists
and landscape coordinators from
each of the tiger range countries.

WWF-India will continue to
engage with governments, partner
organizations and local communities
to strengthen tiger conservation
initiatives and thereby ensure that
the tigers of India and the forests
that harbor them have a safe and
secure future. 

STORIES FROM THE FIELD
Bandaging the Bleed
Eliminating 'blood honey' in the
Sundarbans: The boat glides slowly
into a creek between two islands.
The silhouettes of the mangrove
trees rear up like sentinels into the
clear night sky filled with stars.
Sanatan Sardar barely registers the
mysterious beauty of the
Sundarbans forests; he is more

concerned about guiding his boat
with his group on it to the
appropriate location within the
Sundarbans so that they can get on
with the job of wild honey
collection. Moulis like Sanatan are
the traditional honey gatherers in
the Sundarbans who venture into
the forests during the honey
collection season, which lasts for
about three months in a year. About
35 years old, Sanatan is from the
Sardarpara village on Satjelia Island
and is the gachhi of his group, the
leader who is most experienced and
skilled in honey collection. His
group is usually comprised mainly
of family members and sometimes-
fellow villagers. They always go
together for honey collection and
each trip can last between 7-15
days. Each group usually has an
ariwala who can carry single
handedly the basket filled with a
harvested hive weighing about 30 kg

back to the boat from the forest, a
cook and a rannyi who squeezes the
hives to separate honey and wax.
Before setting off, the group
performs rituals for good luck.
Sanatan's group will follow a route
in the forests that has not already
been taken by another group.

After a hive is chosen, his group
prepares a honey bee deterrent made
up of Hental (Phoenix paludosa)
leaves. The leaves are burnt, which
emit smoke and deter the bees from
attacking the group. The leader then
harvests the hive. A harvested bee
hive revives in about 15 to 20 days.
The group will visit a new hive on
their next trip into the forests. They
go back to a previously harvested
hive only after 20 days. Usually,
about 25 kg of honey is collected in
a day. 

The Forest Department issues a
license every season to gacchis like
Sanatan for collection of wild honey
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Forest staff of Rajaji National Park
undergoing training in LEM
techniques
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(Top to bottom): Traditional honey gatherers setting off for the forests of
Sundarbans and A group of honey gatherers smoking a hive to facilitate collection
of honey
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from the Sundarbans forests. Over a
thousand honey collectors are issued
permits each year to enter designated
forest areas for honey collection. The
money is good. Honey collectors
make nearly 6000 rupees every
month during the season. However,
such forays into the forest are
fraught with the risk of tiger attacks.
Over the last 15 years, tigers have
killed over 100 honey collectors in
the Sundarbans. Sanatan and his
group are well aware of this danger
and take precautions. While in the
forest, certain members of the group
specially act as lookouts for tigers
and post collection the group
anchors their boat only in the
middle of a creek between islands to
prevent tiger attacks. However, in
spite of such precautions, honey
collectors continue to get killed by
tigers.

Can such needless deaths be
avoided for collection of what is
'blood honey'? Is there a way where
the livelihood earned by locals such
as Sanatan through honey collection
is unaffected while eliminating the
risk of tiger attacks? 

WWF-India thinks there is such
a way. WWF-India's Sundarbans

Landscape team is of the opinion
that fatal human casualties can be
eliminated if traditional honey
collectors are permitted to keep
apiary boxes at designated forest
areas. By reducing such conflict,
community support for tiger
conservation can also be built.

To test the hypothesis, WWF-
India in collaboration with the
Sundarbans Tiger Reserve (STR)
designed a pilot study. The objective
of the study was to examine the
feasibility of using apiary boxes to
collect honey instead of moulis
extracting honey from wild
beehives. This entails assessing the
capability of domesticated honey
bees to compete with wild honey
bees to produce honey when apiary
boxes are placed in a forest and
evaluating the ecological
consequences of placing apiary
boxes on floating platforms in
forested areas. The study also
involved assessing whether there was
a difference in yield when the apiary
boxes were placed in a forest or in a
fringe village. 

For this, two forest camps-
Jhingekhali and Burirdabri were
selected for placing the bee boxes.
To assess differences in yield, the
study sites were selected on the basis
of their distance from fringe villages.
The Jhingekhali site is adjacent to a
fringe village while the Burirdabri
site is deep inside a forest. The
transportation of bee boxes was
carried out at night, as the bee boxes
need to be placed at the location
early in the morning so that the bees
can be released before the
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(Top) Apiary boxes set up inside Sundarbans forest. (Bottom) Checking on the
honey bees

The sites selected for the study
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temperature is too high. Fifty bee
boxes were placed at each of the
sites. 

The results of the pilot study
exceeded expectations! The daily
yield of honey from each apiary box
has been nearly double that
collected by groups such as
Sanatan's on a daily basis in the
forest. The study also found that the
yield of honey was 31% higher
when the bee boxes were placed in a
forest instead of in fringe villages. As
part of the study, the honey's quality
was tested at the Kolkata lab of
Société Générale de Surveillance
(SGS) - the world's leading
inspection, verification, testing and
certification company. The quality
of the honey was found to match
the standards set by the Bureau of
Indian Standards and Food Safety
and Standards Authority of India. In
the next stage of the study, WWF-
India, in collaboration with Centre
for Pollination Studies, Calcutta
University, and Sundarban Tiger
Reserve will examine the ecological
consequences of introducing
domesticated honey bees in the
wild.

"By promoting the use of 'blood
free' honey we are hoping to reduce
human-tiger conflict in the
Sundarbans and also ensure that the
traditional livelihood of local
communities is not affected," said
Dr. Anurag Danda, Head, Climate
Change Adaptation and Sundarbans
Programme, WWF-India.

The results of the study bode
well for groups such as Sanatan's
who by setting up such apiary boxes
can avoid going into the forests of
Sundarbans and thereby eliminate
the risk of tiger attacks. Collection
of such blood free honey, if adopted
on a large scale, has the capacity to
eliminate the death of traditional
honey collectors due to tiger attacks
and thereby reduce the human-tiger
conflict in the forests of Sundarbans.
As Rafiqul Gazi, the experienced
ariwala of  Sanatan's group said
aptly, "The next generation of
moulis can greatly benefit from this
and ensure that their future is free of
tiger attacks."

LET THERE BE LIGHT
Solar street lighting at Manas
National Park could help prevent
human-wildlife conflict
With the twin objectives of
preventing human-wildlife conflict
and promotion of green energy, the
Manas Ever Welfare Society
(MEWS) in Assam in partnership
with WWF-India, installed four
solar streetlights along the southern
boundary of the Manas National
Park. 

Situated at the foothills of the
Bhutan Himalayas in Baksa and
Chirang districts of Assam, the
Manas National Park is home to a
variety of wildlife - like one horned
rhinos, tigers, wild water buffalo,
Assam roofed turtle, hispid hare,
golden langur and pygmy hog.  The

park is surrounded by thickly
populated villages to its south. Park
authorities are often faced with the
dual challenge of protecting the
wildlife as well as ensuring minimal
loss of harvested crop from animal
depredations. 

After a careful survey of stray
elephant movement and community
consultation, MEWS identified 20
critical locations along the southern
boundary road under Basbari range
of the Park in a stretch of about 12
km, where the lights have been put
up.

The lights, which will help
illuminate the entire stretch from
Gyati gaon to Katajhar at night,
have been installed in the villages of
Roharpam, Barengabari, Katajhar
Bathan and Daoraibari.

The latest installations are in
addition to the six solar lights
already installed under a project
supported by the 'SEED Division'
of the Department of Science &
Technology, New Delhi. This is the
first time that solar street lights have
been setup around Manas and this
initiative was a direct result of
constant interactions between
members of MEWS and WWF-
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A honey collector displays honey bees from an apiary box
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A solar streetlight at night near Manas
National Park



India staff for new ideas to reduce
human-wildlife conflict in the area.
The solar-powered streetlights will
not only facilitate safe movement of
forest personnel and fringe villagers
along the park's southern boundary,
but will also help reduce crop
damage in the adjoining areas. 

Ms. Sonali Ghose, IFS and
Deputy Field Director of Manas
National Park said that this
initiative will lead the park to a new
dimension and remains hopeful that
other national parks will also adopt
the new technology to help address
depredation problems. "It will not
only help to reduce man and wild
animal conflict, but will also help
improve the park-people
relationship," Ms. Ghose added.

Mohan Pathak, a villager from
Roharpam, who is actively involved
in the installation process and
maintenance of the solar panels,
said, "Stray animal sightings in our
village vicinity have come down
considerably since the first set of
lights were installed earlier in 2013."
Mr. Pathak, who suffered losses
himself last year after leopards took
away three of his five goats, said
every week he travels to
neighbouring communities to give a
demonstration of the solar panels
and help introduce the new
technology.

Haripad Medhi, a forest ranger

at Palsiguri camp of the National
Park said that these lights would
help them to do patrolling duty
more efficiently and confidently at
night.

WWF-India will continue to
work with park authorities, local
communities and NGOs to develop
and implement such long term
solutions tackling human-wildlife
conflict around the World Heritage
Site of Manas National Park.

22 Tigers Reported From the
Valmiki Tiger Reserve
The Valmiki Tiger Reserve in the
state of Bihar has been found to
have 22 tigers in an estimation
study. The then Honourable Chief
Minister of Bihar, Mr. Nitish
Kumar released a special report with
the results of the study at a special
event held in the state capital
Patna's zoo in the presence of Mr.
Deepak Kumar Singh, IAS and
Secretary (Forests); Dr. Mangala
Roy, Advisor (Agriculture) to Chief
Minister; Mr. Anjani Kumar Singh,
IAS and Principal Secretary to Chief
Minister; Mr. Bashir Ahmed Khan,
IFS, PCCF (Wildlife) and Chief
Wildlife Warden, Bihar.

The report presents the findings
of the first attempt to estimate the
tiger population by covering the
whole Valmiki Tiger Reserve (VTR)
using photographic capture-

recapture method. As part of the
Phase-IV monitoring protocol to
obtain minimum tiger numbers
operating in this least known of
India's tiger reserves, WWF-India
conducted the camera trapping
exercise in collaboration with the
Field Director of VTR and the
Environment & Forest Department,
Government of Bihar.

22 unique individuals were
photographed during the study.
One adult female with two
accompanying cubs was also
photographed indicating that VTR
has a resident tiger population. In
addition to tigers and leopards, the
study also captured lesser cats like
fishing cat, jungle cat and leopard
cat, as well as prey and other species.
Three of the species - Himalayan
serow, crab-eating mongoose and
yellow-throated marten were
reported for the first time in VTR
from photographic evidence
obtained during the study.

Speaking at the event, the then
Honourable Chief Minister Mr.
Nitish Kumar said, "I'm happy that
the number of tigers has increased
in Valmiki. The government of
Bihar will continue to support tiger
conservation and habitat
improvement measures so that tiger
numbers improve and the green
cover of the state can also increase." 

"I thank WWF-India for their
contribution in the present tiger
enumeration," said Mr. Bashir
Ahmed Khan, IFS, PCCF (Wildlife)
and Chief Wildlife Warden, Bihar.

The only tiger reserve in the
state of Bihar, the Valmiki Tiger
Reserve is located in the extreme
northeastern corner along the
international border with Nepal. It
represents one of the last patches of
forests having a unique combination
of the terai-bhabar vegetation,
which harbor rich fauna of several
endemic and globally endangered
species such as tiger, rhino, gaur and
fishing cat. It?is contiguous with the
Chitwan National Park in Nepal
and intermediately connected with
the Sohagi Barwa Wildlife Sanctuary
in Uttar Pradesh, India.
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The results encapsulated in the
report provide insights into the
richness and diversity of VTR, and
underscore its importance within
the Terai Arc Landscape.
Considering the biodiversity-rich
habitat of VTR, including breeding
tigers, and its connectivity to other
important tiger habitats in this
landscape, WWF-India will
continue to work with the Bihar
Forest Department for enhancing
the protection and habitat
management in the area, which
would help tigers numbers rebound
in the area and enable the Tiger
Reserve attain its former glory.

WWF-India and Pacific Asia Travel
Association (PATA) announce the
'WWF PATA Bagh Mitra Awards
2013' for outstanding
contributions towards tiger
conservation in India  
WWF-India and the Pacific Asia
Travel Association (PATA)
announced the awardees of the
WWF-PATA 

Bagh Mitra Awards 2013 for
outstanding contributions by
individuals and organizations
towards tiger conservation in India,
in an awards ceremony conducted at
the WWF-India Secretariat. 

Instituted jointly by WWF-India
and the PATA, the WWF PATA
Bagh Mitra Awards are a celebration
of India's wild tigers and the
incredible efforts to protect and
conserve them for future
generations. For over a decade, the
Awards have recognized exceptional
contributions by organizations and
individuals in conserving tigers and
their habitats across the length and
breadth of the country, by the Forest
Department and other government
department officials, management of
Tiger Reserves and other
organizations.

This year's awardees are Mr.
Daulat Singh Shekawat and Dr.
Rajiv K. Srivastava for individual
contributions and the Forest
Development Agency (FDA),
Parambikulam, Kerala for

institutional contributions towards
tiger conservation. 

Mr. Daulat Singh Shekawat,
Assistant Conservator of Forests,
Ranthambore Tiger Reserve has
made critical contributions in
management of human-wildlife
conflict and rescuing large cats
involved in conflict situations in and
around important Protected Areas
in Rajasthan, including the iconic
Ranthambore Tiger Reserve, Sariska
Tiger Reserve and Keoladeo
National Park, with over 34 years of
dedicated service. "This award is an
inspiration and will provide
confidence, enthusiasm and
motivation to do more for tiger
conservation", he said.

Dr. Rajiv K. Srivastava, an
Indian Forest Service (IFS) officer,
implemented several key measures
to conserve the population of tigers
and its habitat in Mudumalai Tiger
Reserve, Tamil Nadu, from April
2008 to August 2011. He has also
implemented innovative measures to
manage human-elephant and
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The Valmiki Tiger Report being released by the then Honourable Chief Minister of Bihar, Mr. Nitish Kumar (third from
left) at a special event held at the Patna Zoo in the presence of (from L-R) Mr. Deepak Kumar Singh, IAS and Secretary
(Forests); Dr. Mangala Roy, Advisor (Agriculture) to Chief Minister; Mr. Anjani Kumar Singh, IAS and Principal Secretary to
Chief Minister; Mr. Bashir Ahmed Khan, IFS, PCCF (Wildlife) and Chief Wildlife Warden, Bihar
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human-carnivore conflict around
the Tiger Reserve. Currently, the
Field Director of the Annamalai
Tiger Reserve in Tamil Nadu, he
shared his reaction on receiving the
award, "It is a proud moment for
me and my team to receive this
award. This award will motivate me

to work harder and involve more
people in the cause of tiger
conservation."

The FDA has played a key role
since its inception in ensuring that
the Parambikulam Tiger Reserve
(PKMTR) has moved towards a
people-inclusive management

system, with inclusive development
as one of its main objectives. The
organization has ensured that the
reserve acts as a direct source of
livelihood to a large number of
entirely forest-dependent
communities and incentivizes them
to participate in conservation. The
FDA has also been instrumental in
developing crucial sustainable
resource-use practices and achieving
convergence and harmony between
various conservation-focused and
human rights-focused legislations
such as the Wildlife Protection Act,
1972 and the Forest Rights Act,
2006. The organization has also
made significant contributions in
managing human-tiger conflict
around the reserve and generating
public awareness on issues related to
tiger conservation. Accepting the
award on behalf of FDA, Mr. K.
Vijayananthan, IFS and Deputy
Director, Parambikulam Tiger
Reserve and Chief Executive Officer,
FDA Parambikulam, said, "This is a
proud moment for our communities
and team and a big achievement for
us. This is also a recognition of the
success of our people-inclusive
management system."

Speaking on the occasion, Mr.
Ravi Singh, Secretary General and
CEO, WWF-India said, "The
WWF-PATA Bagh Mitra Awards are
a celebration of the extraordinary
contribution made by people and
institutions in the field of tiger
conservation over a number of years.
It is imperative that we recognize
their dedication through events like
this to give impetus to the cause of
tiger conservation in India."
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(Top) Chief guest, Mr. Parvez Devan addressing the audience. 
(Bottom) Mr. Daulat Singh narrating his experiences in tiger conservation

DR ABHISHEK SINGH OF EFFECT SAID THAT THE POACHERS
HHAADD  KKIILLLLEEDD  TTHHEE  TTIIGGRREESSSS  OONN  OOCCTTOOBBEERR  44,,  SSKKIINNNNEEDD  HHEERR  AANNDD

CONSUMED THE LIVER AND HEART OF THE TIGRESS 
BBEEFFOORREE  BBUURRYYIINNGG  HHEERR  FFLLEESSHH  TTOO  HHIIDDEE  TTRRAACCEESS  OOFF  TTHHEE  CCRRIIMMEE
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TIGER MORTALITY IN INDIA -  JANUARY TO JUNE 2014
Cause of Death / Seizure Info

Under Investigation

Under Investigation

Under Investigation

A tiger shot dead by a Police personnel near
Ooty. (Under Investigation)

In Fighting. (Under Investigation)

Under Investigation

Under Investigation

Under Investigation

3-4 month old tiger cub. (Under Investigation)

One tiger Carcass (putrefied) detected

1 tiger carcass. (Under Investigation)

A tiger carcass found in Madanpur Range.

Killed by another male

Under Investigation

A tiger carcass detected near Bheroni
Camp.(Under Investigation)

Head to tail length is 2.17 mtr. (Under
Investigation)

Under Investigation

10-15 days old carcass seen in Balle Range
of Nagarhole Tiger Reserve, Karnataka

Plenty of blood but no parts reported missing

Under Investigation

Under Investigation

Under Investigation

UnderInvestigation

Under Investigation

One Cub death (Under Investigation)

Under Investigation

State

Maharashtra

Tamil Nadu

Andhra Pradesh

Tamil Nadu

Tamil Nadu

Tamil Nadu

Madhya Pradesh

Madhya Pradesh

Madhya Pradesh

Tamil Nadu

Assam

Bihar

Madhya Pradesh

Tamil Nadu

Assam

Uttarakhand

Assam

Karnataka

Uttarakhand

Bihar

Kerala

Assam

Uttarakhand

Madhya Pradesh

Bihar

Tamil Nadu

Location

Raipur Range, Melghat Tiger Reserve, 
Comptt. 271

North Nilgiri Division, Near Sathyamangalam Tiger
Reserve

Nagarjunasagar-Srisailam Tiger Reserve, Andhra
Pradesh

Ooty

Mudumalai Tiger Reserve

Ulandi Range, Anamalai Tiger Reserve

Kanha Tiger Reserve

Bandhavgarh Tiger Reserve

Mandla, Kanha Tiger Reserve

Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve, Tamil Nadu

Burapahar Range of Lahorani forest camp at the
Kaziranga Tiger Reserve

Valmiki Tiger Reserve

Kanha Tiger Reserve,Kisli Range

Anamalai Tiger Reserve

Kaziranga Tiger Reserve

East Gadapu Beat Co. No. N-1, of Pipal Padav
Range

Mora Gyati under Banshar Range of Manas Tiger
Reserve

Nagarhole Tiger Reserve

Gebua Terai West Forest Division

Valmiki Tiger Reserve

Chethalyath Forest Range Under the South
Wayanad Forest division

Orang National Park

Near Ramganga in Jameria block kalagarh Division

Bandhavgarh National park

Mungraha Range, Valmiki Tiger Reserve,
Compartment No. S53

NES Range, Nilgiris North Division

Date

10 Jan 2014

21 Jan 2014

23 Jan 2014

23 Jan 2014

24 Jan 2014

25 Jan 2014

31 Jan 2014

8 Feb 2014

9 Feb 2014

16 Feb 2014

20 Feb 2014

10 Mar 2014

11 Mar 2014

17 Mar 2014

19 Mar 2014

21 Mar 2014

25 Mar 2014

9 Apr 2014

15 Apr 2014

15 Apr 2014

18 Apr 2014

19 Apr 2014

3 May 2014

13 May 2014

22 May 2014

23 May 2014

S.NO.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

Tiger One skin has been recovered from the accused in Sangli Distt.

Tiger Skins

Tiger Skins

Tiger Skins

Maharashtra

Maharashtra

Tamil Nadu

Kerala

Sanghli Disstt. Maharashtra

Sanghli Disstt. Maharashtra

Coimbatore

Mannarkkad division

13 Mar 2014

17 Mar 2014

1 May 2014

16 May 2014

1

2

3

4

S.NO. DATE LOCATION STATE CAUSE OF DEATH / SEIZURE INFO

TIGER PARTS SEIZURES IN INDIA -  JULY TO DECEMBER 2013

Source: Tigernet.nic.in
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OOff  tthhee  GGTTFF

1. Indo-Russian Tiger Watch programme-2013-14
This year tiger watch programme was conducted
between 24th of February and 4th of March, 2014.
Along with two Russian Wildlife Inspectors - Mr.
Voloshin Andrei and Mr. Zavedeev Sergei, Ms
Skripnik Tatiana, Deputy Director of Department
of RosPrirod Nadzor, Russia and Dr Anna
Fillippova, Campaigner, IFAW-Russia also
participated in this event. 

The Tiger Watch Programme began with a formal
interaction of Russian delegation with all staff
members of WTI functionaries. Mr Ashok Kumar,
Vice Chairman, Mrs Rupa Gandhi Chief of Social
Entrepreneurship, Dr. Sandeep Tiwari, Deputy
Director and Dr. Kavita Chalakkal, Head, Trade
Control and Litigation briefed the visitors them on
various conservation initiatives undertaken by WTI
to secure natural heritage of India. Mr Nishant
Varma, Regional Deputy Director, Wildlife Crime
Control Bureau, briefed the guests on the diversity
of wildlife crime, their causes and steps taken to
combat these in India. A demonstration on how to
distinguish between real and fake tiger skin and how
to identify other body parts of tiger was made
before them. The Delegated Secretary General of
Global Tiger Forum and Deputy Inspector General
of National Tiger Conservation Authority of India,
Mr. S.P. Yadav gave the visiting team an overview of
tiger conservation in India and the role of GTF to
conserve tiger in its natural habitat in all Tiger
Range Countries. 

To have a firsthand field exposure in tiger
conservation in India and to facilitate exchange of
views and information at the ground level, the
Russian team was taken to Panna Tiger Reserve in
India. The main reason for choosing Panna for
conducting field orientation programme, as after the
entire population was extirpated from this Tiger
Reserve due to poaching and retaliation on cattle
killing, this area has had an extremely successful re
introduction programme, which has now become a
globally acclaimed and renowned model.

Field Director of Panna, Mr. Rangaiah Sreenivasa
Murthy updated the visitors on the latest information
on the tiger re-introduction in this reserve. Russian
officers were impressed with the success achieved on
tiger re-introduction in Panna, which had lost all its
all tigers. The  population of tiger gradually built
from 0 to 25 at present. Mr. Murthy underlined that
one reason for the success of the programme is the
careful choice of the big cats brought from different
reserves of Central India. While two tigresses were
brought from Kanha and Bandhavgarh, the third
male tiger was trans-located from Pench. The reason
behind this choice is because the tigers are incestuous
by nature. Hence, their relocation from the same
reserve can make them vulnerable to inbreeding and
birth of weak progenies. 

Through this Training cum capacity-building
programme, the Russian team learnt following aspects
related to tiger re-introduction programme in Panna.

2013 December 51

Plate 1-Russian delegates interacting with Mr. S.P.Yadav (DIG NTCA)
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Nature Interpretation centre
An overview of this Tiger Reserve was shown to the
Russian team by the Officials of Panna Tiger
Reserve in Nature Interpretation Centre at
Karnawati Forest campus. This nature interpretation
centre was developed to orient people on various
natural resources available in Panna. The building
was transformed from PWD bungalow to
interpretation centre on 2002. Apart from
information on various natural resources of Panna,
this interpretation centre also upholds the cultural
heritage of Panna. 

Habitat Management
As a part of habitat management, the Tiger Reserve
management had relocated several villages and thus
minimizes human pressure from this Tiger Reserve.
Russian delegates were taken to Pipaltola relocated
village site, where they observed wild pig (Sus
scrofa) and Chital (Axis axis) were grazing. The
relocated village site is now slowly covered by
various palatable grass species and thus favoured by
herbivores so as carnivores. 

Rescue, rehabilitation and animal health
monitoring
The officials from Panna tiger monitoring team had
demonstrated various equipments/tools used for
rescuing wild animals. The Tiger Reserve veterinarian,
Dr. Gupta, demonstrated the process of handling
wild animal during rescue operation. Russian team
had seen a rescued leopard (Panthera pardus)
undergoing treatment in Paschim Hinauta camp of
this Tiger Reserve. They also visited the enclosure
sight, used for soft release of tiger before re-introduce
them into the wild.  Dr. Gupta also briefed them on
monitoring of captive elephant in Panna. 

Re-wilding of tiger
Two five year old semi wild tigresses (T 4 and T5)
were brought from Kanha Tiger Reserve and were
re-wilded in Panna on 2011. They became
orphaned when their mother died in territorial fight
at Kanha. As on date both of these tigresses seem to
be perfectly re-wilded in Panna and T 4 already

recruited three litters in Panna. During the field
visit, the Russian team could see T 4 tigress and her
three cubs at Juri Beat of Panna TR. Field Director,
Panna Tiger Reserve briefed them the entire re-
wilding of tiger programme. 

Monitoring of tigers using modern scientific tool
Along with Dr Aniruddha Majumder, Technical
Officer of GTF, Dr K Ramesh, Scientist from
Wildlife Institute of India and his team
demonstrated various modern monitoring
equipments and techniques like radio-telemetry,
camera trapping and use of un-manned air borne
vehicle or drone. 

Interaction with members from Eco-development
committee
Russian team interacted with villagers from Baror
Eco-development committee of Panna. Villagers
discussed on how they are getting constant support
from Panna Tiger Reserve Forest department and
working together with department on various issues
related to tiger conservation. 

Protection strategy and anti-poaching patrolling 
Russian team was briefed on the patrolling methods
used in Panna TR's and interacted and exchanged
their experiences with the Panna Tiger Reserve
Forest staff. They were engaged in night patrolling
using anti-poaching patrolling vehicles. They visited
various anti-poaching patrolling camps and also
were shown the daily monitoring registers
maintained in the patrolling camps. They were
shown different equipment used during anti-
poaching patrolling and seized poaching equipments
used by poachers.

Orientation through audio-visual system
Various management activities, rescue operations
and monitoring techniques were also demonstrated
using audio-visual systems. 

Plate 2-Field Director Panna showing relocated village site
of Pipaltoal village in Panna Tiger Reserve

Plate 3-Russian delegates visited one of the anti-poaching
patrolling camps of Panna Tiger Reserve 



Wildlife sightings 
Russian delegates were enthralled to see the rich
wildlife in the reserve comprising a female tiger with
cubs, leopard, black napped hare (Lepus nigricollis),
porcupine (Hystrix indica), for horned antelope
(Tetracerus quadricornis), jackal (Canis aureus), pea
fowl (Pavo cristatus), common grey mongoose
(Herpestes edwardsii), wild pig, chital, sambar (Rusa
unicolor), nilgai (Boselaphus tragocamelus), three
species of vultures (Red headed Sarcogyps calvus,
long billed Gyps indicus and white-rumped Gyps
bengalensis), common mongoose   (Herpestes
edwardsii), mugger crocodile (Crocodylus palustris),
common langur (Semnopithecus entellus) and
Rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta). 

Overall discussion 
Field Director Panna Tiger Reserve arranged a
debriefing session of the entire field programme.
Both Panna tiger team and Russian team discussed
on various activities of tiger re-introduction
programme. To understand the efficacy of this
training cum-capacity building programme both pre
and post evaluation tests were conducted. They were
given a set of questions and observed those
inspectors performed better in post evaluation test
from pre evaluation test. 

This year "Tiger Watch Programme" ended with a
lot of positive hope on the fate of wild tiger in both
Russia and India. Their individual comments were
as below 
Ms Skripnik Tatiana said, "Tiger Watch program is
one of the best programs I've ever participated in. It
contains excellent education parts, sharing the
experience with real demonstration of activities, so
that everyone will remember them forever. And also
I would like to mention that everything was
organized on high level".
Mr. Voloshin Andrei said, "Work with local villages
that is doing by Panna reserve is one of the very
important parts of the successful conservation of
tigers and of all the nature. I will share the learned
experience within executive management of Nature
Park "Leopard Land", and hope that we will start
such kind of work as well."
Mr. Zavedeev Sergei said, "I'm deeply impressed

with Panna reserve ranger's monitoring schedule -
24 hours/7days per week /365days per year. This
system gives no chance to poachers to reach tigers.
During our visit of GTF we were introduced by
remote tsystem of monitoring.  This is an up-to-
date system used by the Indian government and it
allows controlling situation on protected areas."
Dr. Anna Fillipova said, "Before the visit I had
known that India is one of the counties that put
many efforts in conservation. But I couldn't even
imagine how high the level of nature protection on
the territories of nature parks is. We were lucky to
see the result of hard work done by very dedicated
collective of Panna Tiger Reserve. The staff shared
with us all the experience they have, and even gave
us opportunity to join them during night patrolling.
I suppose that Tiger Watch program is very
important as information sharing platform for
different levels of governmental nature protection.
IFAW will continue developing and supporting this
program in the future."

As a symbol of friendship between both of these
countries, all four participants from Russia planted
varieties of sapling in the Karnawati Forest Campus
along with the forest staff of Panna Tiger Reserve.
Later both of these wildlife inspectors exchanged
their departmental monogram with their Indian
counterparts.

2. One Officer from Vietnam sponsored by the GTF
supported from the RTCF grant of the US Fish and
Wildlife Service has successfully completed the
Advance Post-graduate Diploma Course in Wildlife
Management at the Wildlife Institute of India on
30th June 2014 and has returned back to his country.

3. Four officers, one each from Bangladesh, Bhutan,
Nepal and Vietnam sponsored  by the GTF
supported from the RTCF grant of the US Fish and
Wildlife Service have successfully completed the
Three Months Certificate Course in Wildlife
Management at the Wildlife Institute of India on
and have returned back to their countries.

4. The GTF signed an MoU with Clemson University
to further relations between the two institutions in
international conservation research, training and
other related activities, for mutual and reciprocal
cooperation to achieve shared goals.

5. The GTF signed an MoU with VirginiaTech
College of Natural Resources and Environment to
further relations between the two institutions in
international conservation research, training and
other related activities, for mutual and reciprocal
cooperation to achieve shared goals.
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Plate 4-Russian Delegates with Forest staff of Panna Tiger
Reserve and Technical officer, Global Tiger Forum
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CCUURRRREENNTT  MMEEMMBBEERRSS  OOFF  TTHHEE  GGLLOOBBAALL  TTIIGGEERR  FFOORRUUMM
Category A: Tiger Range Countries.
1. India 2. Bangladesh 3. Cambodia 4. Nepal 5. Bhutan
6. Myanmar 7. Vietnam

Category B: Non Tiger Range Countries.
1. United Kingdom

Category C: International Non Government
Organisation.
1. International Fund for Animal Welfare
2. TRAFFIC International
3. WWF International

Category D: Honorary Individuals.
1. Mr Keshav Varma

Category E: National Non Government Organisation
1. Ranthambhore Foundation, India
2. Tiger Research and Conservation Trust — India
3. Wildlife Protection Society of India
4. Wildlife Trust of India
5. Corbett Foundation, India
6. National Trust for Nature Conservation — Nepal
7. Wildlife Conservation Nepal, Nepal
8. Centre for Wildlife Studies, India
9. Wildlife Conservation Society — India Programme

Category F: Associate Members
1. The US Fish and Wildlife Service

Special invitee status 1. IUCN



GLOBAL TIGER FORUM IS
AN INTER-GOVERNMENTAL
INTERNATIONAL BODY FOR
THE CONSERVATION OF
TIGER IN THE WILD


